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Abstract 

Neurons are susceptible to harbour somatic mutations, which may underlie 

vulnerability to degeneration or initiate a ‘prion-like’ spread of mutated proteins 

causing aggregation and disease. The present study aims to identify low-level 

somatic single nucleotide variants (SNVs) potentially involved in sporadic a-

synucleinopathies. Different brain regions from twenty-seven Parkinson’s, 

twelve control, one Incidental Lewy body and three Multiple system atrophy 

cases were analysed using Haloplex HS and Illumina targeted sequencing for 

twelve genes associated mainly with Parkinson’s. Data analysis used the 

manufacturer’s software and other widely-validated bioinformatic tools. Twenty-

two potentially pathological variants at 0.33-5% levels were selected for 

validation, using deeper sequencing at the variant sites and droplet digital PCR. 

Novel mosaic SNVs were not validated in our cohort, but results cannot exclude 

somatic variation occurring in earlier disease stages or in specific neuronal 

populations masked by this analysis. Therefore, part of the project focused on 

developing a methodology to study somatic variation in sorted dopaminergic 

nuclei, due to their relevance for Parkinson’s disease. 

Additionally, a Nanopore-sequencing protocol was designed to sequence the 

GBA gene, not fully covered by Illumina-sequencing, and to test the Nanopore 

potential use for diagnostics. Nine Parkinson's, four Gaucher’s, one multiple 

system atrophy and three controls or healthy carriers were analysed, from 

which all their previously recorded mutations were confirmed. The protocol 

enabled the detection of common, intronic and recombinant variants. An 

additional 55-base pair deletion and a coding variant were found in a carrier 

previously described as RecNciI, helping to better characterise the patient’s 
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recombinant genotype. The optimised methodology for GBA Nanopore-

sequencing allows for haplotype and intronic analyses, not previously done by 

common short-read protocols. Useful advice is given to discriminate true from 

false positives and with further improvements in the technology and enrichment 

methods, this work can become a powerful tool for research and diagnostics. 
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Impact Statement (500 words) 

Recent estimates suggest that 200,000 people in the UK are affected by 

Parkinson's disease (PD), the second most common neurodegenerative 

disorder after Alzheimer’s disease. The cause of PD for most of the cases 

remains unknown, with only ~5% explained by inherited mutations. 

Technological advances in the DNA sequencing field have allowed to describe 

somatic mosaicism in the brain, which refers to the presence of non-identical 

genomes in the cells from a single individual. The impact of somatic mosaicism 

in the brain is unknown, but neurodegeneration can be explained by the 

presence of fewer cells carrying mutations. These mutations would lead to slow 

accumulation of aberrant proteins and their potential spread to other brain 

areas, explaining the variability in disease progression across patients. In this 

study, we evaluated different brain regions from patients who in life suffered 

from PD and other related disorders termed α-synucleinopathies, because they 

share the dysfunction of the protein ‘α-synuclein’ in different cell types causing 

other clinical manifestations. DNA from a small amount of tissue was analysed 

to identify somatic mutations in 12 genes associated mainly to PD. We were 

interested in mutations that involve the change of a single base in the DNA 

sequence (SNVs). Using cutting-edge technologies, we were able to detect 

mutations present in only 0.33% of the total amount of DNA molecules 

analysed, with no false positives in control samples. After this analysis, the 

selected candidate variants were attempted to be validated. This analysis did 

not detect somatic SNVs in the individuals studied, however the results cannot 

exclude several possibilities: (1) the variants are present at lower levels than 

0.33%, (2) somatic mosaicism occurs not as SNVs, but perhaps as larger 
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mutations, (3) the somatic SNVs were present in the cells which died first during 

neurodegeneration. The project also covered the development of lab protocols 

that will allow to study the neurons that are mainly affected by PD, named 

dopaminergic. Studying dopaminergic neurons will help to identify if somatic 

variants occur specifically in these cells, rather than in neurons that are not 

mainly affected by PD. 

Lastly, we developed a protocol to sequence the GBA gene using a 

revolutionising device called minION. minION is the smallest device in the 

market and it can sequence long DNA molecules, overcoming limitations from 

other widely-used technologies when analysing complex genomic regions. We 

demonstrated that the minION is an affordable technology to detect disease-

relevant mutations in GBA from PD and Gaucher’s disease patients. Both 

disorders can lead to neurodegeneration and mutations in GBA are the greatest 

genetic risk factor for PD. The optimised protocol detected mutations missed by 

current diagnostic protocols. Our work resulted in an optimised protocol, with 

useful advice to rule false positives out, and suggestions for further 

improvement to exploit the minION potential in the evaluation of GBA for 

research and clinical settings. 
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mM millimolar 

MSA Multiple system atrophy 

ng nanogram 

NGS Next generation sequencing 

NIM Nuclei isolation media 

nM nanomolar 

ODGM Optiprep density gradient medium 

ODGN Optiprep Diluent for Nuclei 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 

PD Parkinson’s disease 

PFP Potential false positives 

PI Propidium iodide 

PNA-FISH Peptide nucleic acid fluorescence in situ hybridisation 

pM picomolar 

q-PCR Quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
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RNA Ribonucleic acid 

RT-PCR Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction 

SCNT Somatic cell nuclear transfer 

SN Substantia nigra 

SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism 

SNpc Substantia nigra pars compacta 

SNV Single nucleotide variant 

SV Structural variant 

VCF Variant call format file 

VCQ Variant call quality 

WES Whole exome sequencing 

WGA Whole genome amplification 

WGS Whole genome sequencing 

XP Xeroderma pigmentosum  
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1. General Introduction and Project Hypothesis 

1.1. Synucleinopathies: Definition, Burden and Main 

Features 

James Parkinson published ‘An Essay on the Shaking Palsy’ more than two 

hundred years ago, where he described a nervous disorder characterised by 

tremor at rest, lessened muscular power and a propensity to bend the trunk 

forward1. The disorder was later dubbed Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 

throughout the last century of research, the presence of protein inclusions in 

neurons affected by PD has been characterised as the main pathological 

hallmark of the disease. These inclusions have been termed Lewy bodies, after 

Friedrich Lewy who first described them in 1912. Advances in genetics, 

biochemistry and immunohistochemical techniques allowed to identify α-

synuclein as the major component of Lewy bodies2. Lewy bodies have been 

observed to not be exclusive to PD, and the neurodegenerative disorders 

characterised by inclusions of α-synuclein were grouped as 

‘synucleinopathies’3. This group of disorders include PD, Multiple system 

atrophy (MSA) and Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). 

Among all synucleinopathies, PD is the most common disorder, affecting 6.1 

million patients worldwide4. PD is characterised by the progressive 

degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra5,6. PD patients can 

also display neuronal lesions within other brain regions and outside the brain. In 

2003, Braak and colleagues published a study comparing the pathological 

features of PD patients against controls, which revealed six common stages of 

disease progression related to the affection of specific brain areas7.The Braak 

system has been largely used to compare pathological features of PD across 
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studies, despite it has been noted that there is considerable variability of 

disease progression across patients8. PD is characterised by three motor 

cardinal signs: tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and diagnosis can be supported by 

other non-motor features, such as olfactory loss9. PD is usually considered as a 

variable, complex and multifactorial disorder, meaning that not all patients 

display the histopathological progression nor all the typical cardinal signs10. 

MSA is characterised by inclusions of a-synuclein in the cytoplasm, and 

occasionally nucleus, of oligodendrocytes11,12. Other glial types from MSA 

patients can be affected by a-synuclein inclusions, including Schwann cells13. 

The main clinical symptoms are: cerebellar ataxia, parkinsonism and autonomic 

dysfunction. MSA is estimated to affect 3-4 individuals per 100,000 adults aged 

from 50-99 years old. The average age of onset is 60 years old14 and has a 

faster progression compared to PD15–17.  

A link between PD and MSA has been proposed in a report of a PD patient 

carrying the p.G51D mutation in SNCA, who presented clinical and pathological 

features related to PD and MSA18. The distribution of a-synuclein inclusions 

followed a PD pattern except for the presence of MSA-like glial inclusions. The 

clinical progression was similar to PD cases with SNCA multiplication and 

neuronal loss pattern was consistent with PD, apart from atypical losses in 

hippocampus and dentate fascia, which have been reported in PD with SNCA 

multiplication and MSA. This evidence has served to suggest the existence of 

common pathological mechanisms for PD and MSA. 

A recent and interesting finding has been that Lewy bodies are estimated to be 

present in 8-17% of post-mortem brains aged over 60 years old and without 

neurological conditions19–21. This condition has been termed as Incidental Lewy 
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body disease (ILBD) and can be considered as a pre-clinical form of PD and 

DLB22. However, Lewy bodies in ILBD cases are not necessarily markers of 

disease progression or neurological dysfunction. Individuals with ILBD are 

typically asymptomatic, but early signs of PD such as subtle cognitive deficit or 

decrease in TH immunoreactivity have been reported in small samples of 

ILBD23,24. 

1.1. A Brief Introduction to the Genetics of Parkinson’s 

Disease and Somatic Mutations 

The central role of a-synuclein in PD was supported, not only by its presence in 

Lewy bodies, but by further identification of mutation in the a-synuclein gene 

(SNCA) in families with autosomal dominant inheritance of PD25. Monogenic 

forms of PD account for only ~5% of all cases26, hence the vast majority of the 

cases are sporadic. Still, familial PD cases illustrate how the genetic component 

strongly influences the development of the disease, and have contributed to 

identify cellular dysfunctional processes leading to neurodegeneration in familial 

and sporadic cases27. Inherited variants in genes associated to PD include base 

substitutions, locus multiplications and deletions 28. Pathogenic variants in these 

genes can affect in different ways the age of onset and phenotype of the PD 

patients 29.  

To date, there are more than 41 gene loci associated to PD, including those 

largely associated to familial PD 30. SNPs in the SNCA locus are a strong and 

frequent association in GWAS studies for the risk of PD 31. Autosomal dominant 

mutations have been mainly characterised in SNCA and LRRK2. In recent 

years, autosomal dominant mutations in VPS35 and MAPT have been 

associated to rare forms of parkinsonism 32. SNCA inherited point mutations 
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exhibit variable age of onset, whereas gene multiplications exhibit a gene-

dosage effect for the age of onset and severity of symptoms 3,33. The exact role 

of a-synuclein is not well understood. SNCA knockout mice are viable and 

fertile, but display impaired synaptic activity and reduced dopamine levels 34,35. 

The native conformation of a-synuclein is mainly monomeric, but then transits 

to an oligomeric and fibrillar state before reaching aggregation 36. Aggregation 

can be induced by oxidative stress, post-translational modifications or certain 

processes in lipid metabolism pathways. Different SNCA familial mutations have 

been associated to either slow or fast protein aggregation processes. 

Pathologically, PD caused by SNCA mutations is characterised by abundant a-

synuclein in a fibrillar and aggregated form 27. Patients may show broad 

phenotypes; from the PD cardinal signs to atypical signs, such as severe 

autonomic dysfunction and dementia 33. 

Mutations in LRRK2 present an incomplete and age-associated penetrance. 

Eight mutations in LRRK2 have been reported to lead to PD, from which the 

most common one is G2019S. This mutation is present in 1% of the sporadic 

PD cases and can explain ~4% of the familial PD cases 37. Pathologically, 

LRRK2-PD patients present a-synuclein, and occasionally tau inclusions, as 

well as dopaminergic and glial degeneration in SN 38. Clinically, LRRK2-PD 

patients present similar signs to sporadic PD and a wide onset age range28. 

Mutations with recessive inheritance have been described in: PARK2 (parkin), 

PINK1, DJ-1 (PARK7), ATP13A2, PLA2G6 and FBXO7. Recessive, rather than 

dominant forms of PD, are more frequent in patients with early disease onset. It 

is estimated that among young PD patients (less than 50-years old), PARK2 

mutations are present in ~40-50% of familial PD cases and in ~10% of patients 
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with no PD history 39. A large meta-analysis across different populations found 

higher incidence of PD in carriers of heterozygous mutations affecting the 

number of PARK2 exons in the genome (also known as copy number variation; 

see section 1.1 for definition) 40. PARK2 and PINK1 proteins are involved in 

mitophagy and mutations in these genes lead to mitochondrial dysfunction, 

which has been also described in familial and sporadic cases 41. There is also a 

possible relation between SNCA mutations and disruption of mitochondrial 

function, which suggest that mitochondria can be involved in downstream 

pathology of PD 27.  

In recent years, GBA has become a pathologically relevant gene for PD. 

Homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations in GBA lead to Gaucher’s 

disease (GD), a rare lysosomal disorder caused by the deficiency of the GBA 

product, glucosylcerebrosidase 29. The deficiency of glucosylcerebrosidase 

leads to the accumulation of its substrate in different cell types, including 

neurons, and can ultimately cause severe organ damage or cell death (a 

broader description of GBA-related disorders is given in section 4.1). Among 

GD patients and GBA carriers, development of PD is more common 42. GWAS 

and large meta-analysis have demonstrated that GBA mutations are the 

greatest genetic factor for PD (Sidransky et al. 2009; Blauwendraat et al. 2019). 

GBA mutations are estimated to be present in ~3-12% of PD patients, with an 

increase to 10-30% in Ashkenazi-Jewish populations 45. These ranges could be 

underestimations depending on the sequencing analysis used to identify GBA 

mutations 46. GBA mutations are also an important risk factor for DLB, but they 

have not been associated to MSA 47. 
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The current knowledge we have from PD genetics has been used to estimate 

how strong this component is. Individuals with the highest genetic risk for PD 

were estimated to be 3.5-times more likely than individuals with low genetic risk 

to develop the disorder in an earlier GWAS48. A more recent GWAS has 

estimated that genetic variability in PD-associated loci influences the age of 

onset 49. But among large European cohorts, known genetic factors account for 

~30% of the risk of developing PD 50,51, leaving open the possibility of 

unexplored genetic mechanisms playing a role in the development of PD.  

In recent years, somatic mutations have been described in brain 52,53 and may 

provide a mechanism to explain the development of neurodegenerative 

disorders 54. Somatic mutations refer to changes in the genome arising post-

zygotically and leading to mosaicism, which is the presence of non-identical 

genomes in a single organism. These changes in the genome may include 

different types of variants, such as single nucleotide variants (SNVs), small 

insertions/deletions (indels), transposable elements, chromosomal aneuploidy 

and structural variants, including copy number variants (CNVs). Somatic 

variation caused by transposable elements refers mainly to LINE-1 

retrotransposons, which can insert in new genomic locations and have been 

studied for a possible role in neuronal diversity 55–57. Chromosomal aneuploidy 

is defined as the gain or loss of a chromosomes and has been one of the forms 

of somatic mosaicism firstly investigated in neurons 58. Structural variants 

include any large genomic rearrangements, such as insertions, deletions, 

inversions and translocations. CNVs are defined as genomic changes of any 

size larger than 50 bp, leading to higher or lower number of gene copies e.g., a 

deletion or duplication 59,60. The occurrence of indels in brain has been also 
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reported in control brains 61. All these types of genomic variations have been 

reported to occur somatically in brain62.  

1.2. The Origin of Somatic Mutations 

The neuronal diversity generated by somatic mutations has unpredictable 

consequences on the overall brain function. Consequences could be 

pathological, regardless of the level at which somatic mutations are present. 

When somatic variation arises early during brain development, a higher number 

of cells across the brain will be affected by these variants (Figure 1). Clinically-

relevant consequences have been evidenced in rare brain malformations 

caused by somatic mutations. In some cases, the somatic mutations can be 

detected in DNA from blood and lymphocytes 63, but in some others the somatic 

variants can only be detected in brain tissue 64. Pathological consequences can 

be also observed when somatic mutations affect only a particular neuronal 

population or brain region. Somatic mutations -carried by disease-relevant 

genes in a limited number of neurons- may explain the sporadic and slow 

progression of neurodegenerative disorders; generating ‘milder’ phenotypes 

than those observed in inherited cases 65. Somatic mutations can make a 

particular cell type vulnerable to disease, and can combine with other relevant 

hypotheses suggesting the spread of a pathological agent to other parts of the 

brain 66. ‘Prion-like’ seeding properties and spread mechanisms across cells 

have been described in a-synuclein, b-amyloid and tau, which are central 

proteins in Alzheimer’s disease and synucleinopathies 67. Prions are misfolded 

proteins, which can induce other native proteins to misfold and aggregate. Prion 

disorders have been reported to have genetic, infectious or sporadic 

components 68. Several in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that misfolded 
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a-synuclein can lead to Lewy body formation in healthy neurons and motor 

impairment69–71. In a clinical trial, PD patients who received transplants of 

healthy neurons exhibited Lewy body aggregates in the grafted neurons 

decades later after transplantation 72–74. Additionally, there is evidence of 

monomeric a-synuclein release via vesicle-mediated exocytosis and uptake via 

endocytic mechanisms 75,76. The focal onset and ‘prion-like’ spread may justify 

the variability in disease progression 54. Still, it remains to be elucidated how the 

spread of misfolded proteins can initiate the complex events involved in 

neurodegeneration 77. 
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Figure 1. Somatic variation arising during neurodevelopment. 

The blastocyst is formed on day four and differentiates into 

germ layers of the trilaminar disc on day 16. The green square 

denotes a mutation arising during the formation of the 

blastocyst, which will be propagated across the tissues from the 

three germ layers. The stars (blue, red and orange) represent 

mutations arising in only one of the germ layers. The coloured 

triangles correspond to mutations arising later on development 

and present only within the specified tissues. 

From an evolutionary point of view, two main arguments can help to explain the 

existence and relevance of somatic mutations in brain. First, the specialisation 

of neurons can likely be achieved through mutational processes during 

neurogenesis, and has been proposed to resemble immune gene 

rearrangements for antibody diversification 78. Different forms of neuronal 

specific recombination occurring throughout life have been suggested to hold 

the potential to confer physiological differences between individuals 79. Although 

more experimental evidence is required, this argument is still a likely 

explanation for which the brain will achieve its vast functional diversity. The 

second argument is that specific environments and circumstances may play a 
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role for mutations to be advantageous at a certain point in life, but they could 

turn harmful at a later age. This concept is called antagonistic pleiotropy and it 

is still considered as a possible factor driving ageing processes, despite being 

described more than 60 years ago80 (see 81 for an example of a gene with 

antagonistic pleiotropy activity). Within this hypothesis, positive, neutral and 

negative selection (or the combination of these variants) influence the neuronal 

diversity in brain, but the advantageous or detrimental effects may not have the 

same impact during different stages in life. 

1.3. The Occurrence of Somatic Mutations in Brain 

In recent years, several studies aimed to assess the rate at which somatic 

variants occur in brain and how likely these are to hold functional effects. In this 

project we focused on the investigation of SNVs in PD-associated loci, hence 

why estimations on these types of somatic mosaicism will be presented. Whole 

genome sequencing revealed ~1500 somatic SNVs per single cortical neuron in 

adult brains from healthy individuals 53, where the most common base 

substitution was C>T (80%). Adult mouse neurons reported ~100 somatic SNVs 

per neuron, which is a much lower rate than the rate reported in humans, and of 

note, C>T transitions and increase of somatic SNVs with age were not 

observed 82. This study used reprogrammed adult mice neurons by somatic cell 

nuclear transfer (SCNT) into oocytes, and clonal expansion for genome 

amplification prior to WGS. The study raised concerns on the high rate of C>T 

transitions observed by others, as this could be a technical artefact of in vitro 

WGA (see more on 1.5 section). Further studies with human progenitor cells 

have estimated 200-400 somatic SNVs before 20 weeks of gestation, and this 

number rises to ~900 SNVs in the first year of life 83,84. According with these 
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estimates, frontal cortex neurons can reach thousands of somatic mutations by 

adulthood with (~23 SNVs/year). The authors have also argued that the 

relatively shorter lifespan of mice against humans, can lead to higher 

accumulation of somatic SNVs in older human neurons84,85. Bae and colleagues 

found interesting mechanisms such as an increase of their most commonly 

found substitutions (C:G>A:T) with age, and no particular enrichment of somatic 

SNVs in exons. The accuracy from these findings could be limited by small 

sample sizes and current single-cell whole genome sequencing technologies, 

which require extensive amplification of DNA from a single-cell. Nevertheless, 

the latest studies have correlated the mutational signatures to biological 

mechanisms 84. Thousands of somatic SNVs per adult neuronal cells is a 

similar estimate compared to studies reporting somatic SNVs in fibroblasts, 

liver, colon and B lymphocytes, using different single-cell DNA amplification and 

sequencing methods 86–88. 

1.4. Possible Consequences of Somatic Mutations in Brain 

Somatic mutations, as an agent of disease, have been mainly studied in cancer. 

Similarly to neurodegenerative disorders, ageing is the main risk factor for 

cancer 80. The key mechanisms of somatic mutations playing a role in cancer 

and tumour progression are: (a) the increased accumulation of somatic 

mutations across different tissues throughout lifetime, and (b) the clonal 

expansion of mutations, which leads to uncontrolled proliferation, death and 

colonisation of mutated cells to other regions 89. In specialised neurons, the 

main burden of somatic mutations is considered to occur during development, 

but studies have evidenced an increase of somatic mutations with age in control 

brains 84,90. Age-related processes can allow for the accumulation of mutations 
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during ageing. DNA damage, due to oxidative stress for example, can lead to 

mutations caused by errors in repair mechanisms. This has been supported by 

the observation that several inherited DNA repair disorders have neurological 

phenotypes 91. Ataxia-telangiectasia (AT) is caused by mutations in ATM, 

leading to defective DNA repair affecting DNA strand breaks 92. Patients 

develop cancer and progressive neurodegeneration at early ages. Other 

neurodegenerative disorders related to dysfunction of DNA strand breaks, 

include Xeroderma Pigmentosum (XP) and Cockayne Syndrome (CS) 93. 

Furthermore, the study of somatic SNVs in single neurons with CS and XP has 

shown an increased accumulation of variants in patients with these disorders 84. 

Bae and colleagues have observed that most of the somatic SNVs detected in 

single neurons have a likely oxidative damage signature 83. Our research team 

has previously proposed that detailed sequencing studies of affected brains can 

determine whether the main driver of neurodegeneration in these disorders 

could be mutations affecting DNA repair or apoptosis due to severe DNA 

damage 62. 

Other brain specific processes have been suggested to be implicated in the 

accumulation of somatic variants. Impairment or variation in components 

involved in transcription can affect neuronal genes more severely, due to their 

particularly large size 94,95. Another mechanism is related to the inherently high 

physiological brain activity, which can lead to increased DNA breaks as it has 

been already reported in mice 96,97. 

1.4.1. Alzheimer’s Disease 

Most of the studies for somatic mosaicism in neurodegenerative disorders have 

focused in AD. Reports of DNA content variation in AD brains compared to 
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controls have been made by three different research groups. Arendt and 

colleagues reported higher DNA content variation in pre-clinical stages of AD 

and a susceptibility for degeneration in neurons with higher DNA content while 

the disease is progressing 98. Years later, they also reported a correlation 

between DNA content and the vulnerability for degeneration in different cortical 

areas of AD brains 99. Bushman and colleagues described a ~6% increase in 

DNA content in AD cortical nuclei compared to age- and-sex-matched control 

samples 100. They noted that the vast majority of the AD brains studied (~90%) 

had DNA content variation. DNA content increase was reported in cortex and 

hippocampus of DLB brains, which showed some degree of AD pathology 101.  

Somatic CNVs in AD-associated genes have also been investigated, and APP 

has been a central gene reporting interesting and contrasting mechanisms for 

somatic variation. Variable and increased somatic APP gains were found in 

prefrontal cortical neurons from AD brains (~3.8-4 copies in average) compared 

to controls (~1.7-2 copies in average). This study used q-PCR targeted to two 

exons in small cell populations and single nuclei, in addition to PNA-FISH which 

was used to validate these gains 100. On the other hand, no APP copy number 

gains nor aneuploidy were observed by a single-neuron WGS study 102, and by 

a bulk-sequencing approach on which the CNV AF detection limit was 

estimated at more than 10% 103. Recently, mosaic events of gene 

recombination were reported in APP from sporadic AD and control brains. 

These events were neuronal-specific, and particularly in AD neurons, they were 

more diverse and previously identified as pathogenic in familial AD. The authors 

also proposed that the presence of gene recombinant variants in non-diseased 

neurons may contribute to diversity in synaptic diversity 79. 
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Several studies have focused on the prevalence and consequences of somatic 

SNVs in AD-associated genes. Strong evidence from the implications of 

somatic SNVs in AD comes from a report of an AD patient carrying the P436Q 

missense mutation in PSEN1 somatically, with a 14% AF in cerebral cortex and 

8% in leucocytes. The patient presented also gonosomal mosaicism, as 

haplotyping analysis in the offspring revealed that the only affected child carried 

the same mutated haplotype at a heterozygous level 104. Targeted sequencing 

of AD-associated genes at a high depth in entorhinal cortex from sporadic 

cases and controls detected three somatic mutations at ~1% level. Two somatic 

mutations in MAPT, were detected in AD cases, and a third one is a known 

mutation in PSEN2 carried by a control. This study was the first one to report 

possible pathological SNVs at a low level, but it also evidenced their low 

prevalence and multiple challenges in detecting these variants. Three 

subsequent studies evaluating the prevalence of somatic SNVs in AD cases 

have been reported in less than a year ago. The first one included targeted and 

deep sequencing of 11 AD genes in 445 brain and blood samples from sporadic 

AD patients, revealing nine somatic variants in APP, SORL1, NCSTN, and 

MARK4 with AF ranging from 0.2-10.8%. The second study was a deep 

sequencing analysis targeting the exons of 102 genes involved in AD, PD, DLB 

and cancer-associated genes. The study evaluated multiple regions of 54 

brains (173 human brain samples in total) and detected 39 somatic SNVs, with 

two of the cancer-associated genes showing the highest number of somatic 

SNVs. The third and last study was a whole-exome sequencing analysis on 

which 14 out of 52 brains harboured somatic SNVs with an AF from 0.52-

15.3%. The somatic SNVs were detected in entorhinal cortex, subiculum, CA1-
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4, and dentate gyrus regions. Noteworthy, the authors correlated these variants 

to genes involved in the phosphorylation and aggregation of tau 105. Similarly to 

this study, other authors have attempted to investigate specific mechanisms for 

which somatic variants will have effects in the pathology of AD. One hypothesis 

of AD pathogenesis considers aberrant cell cycle re-entry, with DNA synthesis 

in non-dividing neurons leading to apoptosis 106.  

1.4.2. Synucleinopathies  

Most of the studies of mosaicism in PD have focused on the detection of large 

somatic variation. Mosaic aneuploidy and changes in DNA content have been 

reported in PD. Firstly, mosaic aneuploidy -gains in two chromosomes- was 

assessed by FISH in neuromelanin-positive neurons from PD nigral tissue 107. 

Later, two studies from the same research group reported higher DNA content 

variation in cases with Lewy body disorders, such as PD and DLB 101, but not in 

MSA cases 108. In the first study, DNA content variation nigral neurons from PD 

and DLB brains had a consistent increase in DNA content related to neuronal 

loss. Interestingly, the DNA content variation did not correlate to the severity of 

protein deposition across regions. In the second study, MSA cases did not 

show significant variation in DNA content suggesting that a-synuclein 

aggregation may not be correlated to aneuploidy. A study for genome-wide 

CNV mosaicism using microarrays could not detect variants affecting common 

PD-related genes 109.  

Other studies have looked specifically at large somatic variation in SNCA. One 

large mosaic duplication involving SNCA was reported in blood of a PD case 

110. Recently, significantly higher SNCA copy number gains were detected in 

cases of PD and MSA patients than controls. Somatic gains in SNCA have 
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been proposed to lead to similar disease mechanisms, as to those caused by 

germline multiplications of SNCA in familial PD 111. Highly relevant for the 

occurrence of somatic variation in PD is the fact that SNCA and PARK2 are 

located within regions characterised as chromosomal fragile sites, which can 

break during replication stress and lead to structural variation 112–114. These type 

of somatic rearrangements have been commonly described in cancer 115. 

Regarding somatic SNVs, a previous study from our lab did not find somatic 

SNVs in SNCA coding exons in ~500 cases of PD and DLB using a high-

resolution melting analysis, able to detect SNVs present at levels of at least 5–

10% 116.  

1.4.3. Other Sporadic Neurodegenerative Diseases 

Expansion of microsatellite repeats underlies inherited neurodegenerative 

disorders, such as Huntington’s disease (HD), spinocerebellar ataxias and 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis-frontotemporal dementia (ALS/FTLD) caused by 

C9ORF72 expansions. Tissue-specific somatic instability of CAG repeats has 

been found in HD, which represents another form of mosaicism and can be a 

significant predictor of onset age 117. GWAS and studies in mice showed that 

DNA damage and DNA repair errors are associated to the observed somatic 

instability 118. In ALS, the repeat expansion in C9ORF72 is somatically unstable 

when an expanded allele is present already. Given their incomplete penetrance, 

small expansions may only be pathogenic if they expand somatically in the CNS 

but this still remains to be investigated 119. Mutations in SOD1 are associated to 

ALS and an early study could not find any somatic point mutations or indels in 

cerebral cortex of 79 patients 120. WGS of blood samples from monozygotic 

twins discordant for ALS did not reveal any potential somatic mutation 121 
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1.5. Challenges of Somatic Variation studies 

Advances in sequencing and single-cell technologies have recently allowed for 

a broader understanding of the origin, occurrence and consequences of 

somatic variation. Still, current technologies have disadvantages, hindering 

back the accuracy of somatic variant detection. Three main approaches for the 

study of these variants have been established depending on the amount of 

sample and resolution needed. Deciding on the most suitable approach will 

depend highly on the complexity of the variant being investigated, and the 

frequency at which the variant is present in the interrogated sample. 

Bulk tissue approaches do not need pre-amplification of the genetic material, 

which tends to introduce biases and artefacts 90. Technological progress for this 

approach has been focused on reaching sensitivity for ultra-rare variants. 

Currently, several sequencing and computational strategies have been 

optimised to overcome the artefacts and error rates from library preparation and 

sequencing protocols 122. Bulk approaches can provide information of the 

occurrence of somatic variation in the tissue of interest, however, the detection 

of these variants can be compromised depending on the heterogeneity and 

complexity of the sample 123. Another limitation from this approach could be the 

lack of information about cell-type specific variation 124. A bulk sequencing 

approach can be used to trace back the origin and clonal expansion of a 

somatic mutation when multiple tissues are available. This analysis has lower 

sequencing costs compared to single-cell approaches, but require sophisticated 

bioinformatics pipelines to model the mutational hierarchy 61,125. 

Somatic variant analysis in sorted cells can determine the variant AF in a 

particular cell lineage and can provide subclonal information about the arousal 
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of somatic variants 126. Neuronal sorting can be performed by fluorescence-

activated nuclear sorting (FANS), which yields the isolation of a larger number 

of cells compared to other techniques 127. The methods used for preservation of 

brain tissue and tissue availability can limit the results from sorting 128, as well 

as the availability of markers for the populations or subpopulations of interest129.  

Single-cell approaches have become more widely available in recent years and 

have been used to trace trees of mutational clonal expansion 53,56, with an 

increased resolution and accuracy 130,131. Single-cell methodologies require 

amplification of the starting material prior sequencing, which introduce different 

degrees of noise such as: polymerase errors, allelic imbalance or dropout, and 

lack of uniformity of coverage across the genome 132. In fact, the discrepancy 

between C>T transitions in single-cell analyses using SCNT and polymerase-

based genome amplification was partly attributed to polymerase errors 82.  

Different protocols have been developed for in vitro WGA. A brief description of 

the potential artefacts introduced by these protocols is provided, in order to 

contrast them to bulk and sorted cell approaches 

a. Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) is the most reported 

methodology; provides a high genome coverage but also introduces 

unpredictable amplification bias and chimeric molecules 78,133,134 

b. Degenerate-oligonucleotide-primed PCR (DOP- PCR) is recommended 

for CNV detection –more than 500 kb- 135, due to uniform amplification. It 

still shows a high duplication rate, low mapping rate, and poor genome 

coverage compared to the rest 136. 

c. Multiple annealing and looping-based amplification (MALBAC) can 

provide reproducible CNV detection and low allelic dropout. Still, it 
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presents sequence-dependant biases, reduced coverage on repetitive 

sequences, lower polymerase fidelity. Picoplex –a MALBAC-like method- 

has reported also high chimera formation 134,136 

Single-neurons can be reprogrammed also by using human induced pluripotent 

stem cells or SCNT, in order to amplify their genomes clonally 134. The resulting 

clones can be sequenced in a bulk-like approach to detect uniformly distributed 

mutations within each clone. These methodologies are limited by: low success 

rates, underrepresentation of cells carrying large deleterious variants, high 

costs, and in the case of SCNT, difficulties in obtaining oocytes 137.  

Once the starting material has been extracted, it can be enriched by different 

strategies and used for WGS, WES or targeted sequencing of genomic regions 

of interest. This step adds important laboratory costs and as a result, a trade is 

required between the read depth and the number of samples or single neurons 

analysed per study 133. WGS allows for the detection of large somatic variants 

and rearrangements, but this detection can be limited by the AF and structural 

complexity of the variants. Higher sequencing depth, although expensive at a 

whole-genome level, can help to better resolve these variants. WES and 

targeted sequencing have reported accurate detection of somatic CNVs and 

low-level SNVs. WES is a useful strategy when: (a) de novo somatic variants 

with functional consequences are of interest, and (b) a larger part of the 

genome needs to be considered. This sequencing approach can still 

compromise large variant detection 138. Targeted sequencing allows for the 

detection of ultra-low level variants, because of the restricted analysis in specific 

loci sequenced at a high depth. Accuracy and depth can be further improved 

when combined with the incorporation of molecular identifiers and customised 
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bioinformatic pipelines. Deep-sequencing of cancer-associated genomic loci 

from bulk-tumour and normal samples allowed for the detection of variants 

present as low as 1 in 10,000 reads 139.  

Lastly, data processing from the previously mentioned approaches -bulk, 

pooled cells or single-cell- should be comprehensive enough to take into 

account the polymerase error rates, artefacts and biases from each 

technology78.  
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1.6. Hypothesis  

Somatic mosaicism in Parkinson’s disease-associated genes can be detected 

at a low-level of allele frequency in patients with synucleinopathies. From the 

Parkinson’s disease-associated genes, SNCA is a candidate gene for somatic 

variation and can explain the pathological mechanisms of these degenerative 

disorders. 
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1.7. Project Aims 

1.7.1. General Aim 

Investigate brain mosaicism in synucleinopathies occurring mainly as low-level 

SNVs in PD-associated genes 

1.7.2. Specific aims 

• Validate a methodology for low-level SNVs detection with high sensitivity 

and null false positive rate 

• Detect the presence of low-level SNVs in SNCA, GBA and other PD- 

gene coding regions from sporadic PD and MSA samples 

• When multiple somatic SNVs were detected, compare the findings to 

controls and estimate the level of mosaicism by comparing samples from 

different brain regions and blood in the same patients 

• Develop a methodology to cover the regions in the GBA gene not 

sequenced by Haloplex HS, using a long-read sequencing approach 

• Develop a methodology to sort dopaminergic neuronal nuclei for the 

study of somatic mutations in the cell population of interest. 
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2. Investigation of Low-level SNVs in Human post-mortem 

brains 

2.1. Introduction 

Germline SNVs in PD-genes are the most common type of aberration causing 

monogenic forms of the disease140. SNVs occurring somatically in coding 

regions associated to synucleinopathies may provide a direct explanation for 

somatic variation to lead to these disorders, where the number of affected cells 

and the spread of pathogenic proteins would play a role to develop these 

pathologies. Current estimations of the occurrence of somatic SNVs in human 

brains suggest that this form of somatic variation could be the most prevalent134. 

Knowing the mechanisms and distribution of somatic SNVs during brain 

development would help to understand the possible risks of these variants 

which contribute to the disease development. Somatic variation has been 

reported to increase with age and the most susceptible regions for these 

variations could be large genes associated to neural functions and/or 

transcriptionally active genomic regions 84. Three studies have observed that 

somatic SNVs are particularly enriched in genes involved in neuronal functions 

from adult human brains53,141,142. Based on these observations, it has been 

suggested that somatic variation may have a higher prevalence in large genes, 

which are overrepresented in neuronal processes. With regards to 

transcriptional activity, recurrent DNA breaks in genes exhibiting high 

transcription can serve as ‘hotspots’ for somatic variation (as discussed 

previously in 1.4). Furthermore, recent associations have been made between 

the accumulation of somatic mutations with age and a higher intercellular 
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transcriptional variability 88, which may signify that somatic variants do not need 

to be deleterious to cause a functional effect. 

Although the study of somatic SNVs in brain has been enabled by the latest 

technological improvements, current methodologies are still under constant 

development to reduce factors which might confound the results. One of the 

advantages offered by bulk-sequencing approaches is that these have been 

well-studied and optimised to reach the detection of ultra-low level variants 143. 

The accuracy of variant detection in bulk analysis has been mostly advanced by 

the incorporation of unique molecular identifiers to the original sample before 

enrichment and sequencing 123. This step, also known as ‘molecular barcoding’, 

allows for variant calling by consensus from the sequencing reads originated 

from the same DNA fragment. Consensus variant calling helps to differentiate 

real variants from those introduced artificially during experimental 

procedures144. The use of molecular barcoding can greatly enhance the 

correction of errors introduced during sample preparation and sequencing 145. 

The accuracy of variant calling at low levels can be further improved by 

thorough computational analysis accounting for possible artefacts and biases146 

Conversely to single-cell studies, bulk analysis offers a cost-effective strategy to 

screen for somatic variation in a large number of subjects and tissues 61,142. 

Information from multiple individuals is key to understand the true mutational 

burden or common mechanisms of somatic variation across samples. The 

analysis of different tissues within the same individuals is valuable to 

understand the origin, distribution and possible consequences of developmental 

somatic variants. The time at which somatic mutations arise can be revealed by 

the comparison of different tissues or brain regions 147. With multiple-tissue 
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information across individuals, we can evaluate whether certain neurons are 

more prone to harbour somatic variants or correlate somatic variation to specific 

cellular processes. This analysis can also reveal the differences between widely 

distributed or region-specific variants, in terms of their mechanisms of 

occurrence and the strength of their effects. Importantly, bulk sequencing 

approaches are free of artefacts from WGA, and can provide information of the 

variant AF with respect to the tissue where the neurons of interest are 142. 

Targeted sequencing in bulk tissue offers the most reliable and practical 

approach for the detection of somatic SNVs, especially at low AF. Most targeted 

sequencing approaches for multiple genomic regions require the capture of 

these sequences and can accurately detect variants at ~1% or even lower 

levels 60,134. For this purpose, we chose the Haloplex HS due to its customisable 

design and theoretical variant detection resolution. Haloplex HS is a kit for 

Illumina sequencing library preparation, combining capture and amplicon-based 

enrichment of DNA sequences (Figure 2), which has been reported to reach the 

detection of 0.2% variants 148. The kit comprises the following key steps to 

improve the accuracy of low-level variant detection: enzymatic fragmentation, 

molecular barcoding, and sequencing de-duplication. Firstly, non-random 

enzymatic fragmentation is employed to cleave around the genomic regions of 

interest. Up to eight different restriction enzymes are targeted to the regions of 

interest, producing different DNA fragments to ensure each base is fully 

represented 148. The digested fragments are hybridised with probes containing 

Illumina sequences, biotin for streptavidin-based capture and a unique 10bp-

molecular barcode for each digested fragment. The barcodes are incorporated 

to the fragments by ligation and the tagged fragments are subsequently 
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amplified by PCR. Once sequencing at a high-depth is performed, the data is 

aligned and duplicates sharing the same molecular barcodes are grouped to 

create consensus reads based on the number of reads carrying variants and 

their mapping and base qualities. Therefore, molecular barcoding and software 

processing are aimed to preserve consensus reads that more accurately 

resembles the original DNA input 149.  
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of Haloplex HS protocol to 

call for somatic SNVs in targeted regions. 

For validation of somatic SNVs, the techniques used must be capable to reach 

such low AFs. This could be achieved by generating amplicons targeting the 

sites on which somatic variants were reported to re-sequence these regions at a 
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higher depth (Figure 3). Sequencing reads from the sample carrying the variant 

of interest are compared to reads from a reference sample, to distinguish 

somatic variation from sequencing background noise150. This approach can 

reach lower detection limits (~0.1%) than capture-based protocols151,152 and is 

also cost-effective when a large number of variants have to be validated 87. On 

the other hand, ddPCR is a highly sensitive technology that can be used for 

validation, requiring minimum sample input and providing a high accuracy on 

AF estimation. This technique involves the encapsulation of DNA molecules into 

oil droplets for amplification and fluorescent probe-based detection of the 

mutant sequences 153. ddPCR provides absolute quantification of reference and 

mutant alleles 154. Despite its advantages, ddPCR requires the design of a 

specific assay for each variant to be validated, becoming a time-consuming and 

expensive approach to validate a large number of targets.  
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of Amplicon sequencing for 

the validation of variants of interest. 

In our study, we aimed to investigate the occurrence of somatic SNVs in PD-

associated genes using Haloplex HS in human brain samples. To validate these 

findings, we performed an amplicon sequencing approach for multiple 

candidate variants. ddPCR was aimed to provide a more specific validation and 

for a low number of candidate variants. The ddPCR assays were designed to 

validate the variants in the cell population of interest extracted from new tissue. 
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With this experimental pipeline, we aimed to fully confirm or discard the 

presence of somatic SNVs in relevant genes for PD and in cells from SN, which 

is the main pathologically relevant region for this disorder.  
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2.1. Materials and methods 

2.1.1. General Workflow of Somatic SNVs experiments 

The general working pipeline was designed as follows: 

  

 

In this chapter we will only present the results from Haloplex HS and Amplicon 

sequencing. The work for further optimisation of ddPCR assays was part of an 

additional project explained in the next chapter. 

2.1.2. Samples  

Samples were obtained from the Parkinson’s UK and Queen Square brain 

banks. Patients gave informed consent to use their brains in research and the 

study was approved by the local ethics committee. We evaluated 67 brain and 4 

blood samples coming from 43 individuals (Table 1). No blood samples were 
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available from other patients or controls. Samples marked with an asterisk were 

extracted in a previous stage to the start of this PhD project. The control brain 

samples consisted in SN from twelve different subjects, with two cases having 

additional brain regions available (n=12). The three MSA cases had available: 

three SN, two frontal cortex, two cerebellum and one blood samples (n=3). One 

incidental lewy body case was included in this study, with Lewy bodies reported 

in SN (n=1). The PD samples included: twenty-seven SN, nine frontal cortex, 

eight cerebellum and three blood samples from twenty-seven different cases 

(n=27). One PD case (P13/15) was a monozygotic twin carrying a G2019S 

mutation in LRRK2, whose twin was discordant by more than ten years on PD 

onset 155. This case was relevant for our study due to the possibility that somatic 

variation could have influenced the penetrance of the disorder. 

Sporadic patients with a young onset and/or short disease duration were 

selected when possible, to try to evaluate the highest possible number of 

neurons carrying variants before degeneration 116. The mean age of onset for 

all samples was 60.6, with a mean disease duration of 10.5 years. In total 

twenty-nine males and fourteen female cases were included. 
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Table 1. Demographics and brain regions used for each sample 

included in the Haloplex HS analysis. (*)Samples extracted 

previous to the start of the project. 

Code Condition Age of 
death Gender Region/Tissue

SN F C B
P55/11 MSA 68 Male X
P38/14* MSA 55 Female X X X
P66/12* MSA 72 Male X X X X
P73/11* ILB 93 Female X
PD359* PD 70 Male X X X
PD171 PD 73 Male X X X*
PD184* PD 71 Male X X X
P55/07 PD 64 Male X
PD134 PD 74 Male X X X
P68/05 PD 61 Male X
P14/11 PD 65 Male X
PD553 PD 78 Male X
PD655 PD 79 Male X
PD550 PD 84 Female X
PD109 PD 72 Male X X X
PD114 PD 61 Male X
PD348 PD 78 Male X X
P13/15 PD tbc Male X X X
P44/01* PD 55 Male X
P38/09 PD 81 Male X
P48/09 PD 63 Male X
P58/09* PD 71 Male X
PD194 PD 72 Male X
P34/08* PD 79 Female X
P65/07* PD 85 Male X X
P26/08* PD 73 Male X
P22/08* PD 80 Female X X X X
P4/11* PD 64 Male X

P68/06* PD 64 Female X
P57/08* PD 62 Male X
P20/10* PD 88 Male X X X X
P1/11 Control 94 Female X

PDC029 Control 82 Male X X X
P67/10* Control 92 Female X
PDC07 Control 104 Female X* X
PDC01 Control 76 Male X
P66/11 Control 86 Female X
P29/12 Control 82 Female X
P15/10 Control 69 Male X
P5/13* Control 89 Male X
P58/10 Control 87 Female X
P47/11* Control 79 Female X
P64/11* Control 80 Female X

Total 43 13 11 4
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2.1.3. DNA Extraction 

Genomic DNA from brain samples was extracted using a phenol-chloroform 

based protocol, previously described by our laboratory team 156. This protocol 

has proven less bias when assessing CNV in genotyping and ddPCR assays, 

with the added advantage of high DNA quality and yield. DNA quality was 

assessed by Agilent NGS FFPE QC Kit (Agilent, cat. #G9700B).  DNA purity 

was evaluated by Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific, cat. #ND2000) using the 

A260/230 and A260/280 values. Samples were evaluated according to manufacturer 

instructions. Genomic DNA concentration was assessed by Qubit dsDNA BR 

assay (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. #Q32850) following manufacturer 

instructions.  

2.1.4. Sample Quality Assessments by q-PCR 

To evaluate the quality of genomic DNA for Haloplex HS experiments, we used 

the Agilent NGS FFPE QC kit (Agilent, cat. #G9700B). The kit determines the 

amount of amplifiable DNA, its quality, and provides guidelines for the 

adjustment of starting material for the Haloplex HS system. The protocol 

involves the setup of two SYBR green-based reactions for each sample of 

interest and a reference DNA: the first reaction amplifies product A, which is 42-

bp long, and the second reaction amplifies product B, with a 123-bp length. The 

amount of amplifiable DNA is determined by a standard curve analysis using 

pre-diluted DNA standards in reactions amplifying for product A. DNA integrity is 

assessed by contrasting the amplification of products A and B (CqB – CqA = 

ΔCq) for each sample and normalising against the ΔCq of the reference DNA. 

The resulting ΔΔCq is used to assess if any changes in starting material are 

required for Haloplex HS, due to sample quality.  
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Samples were prepared following the manufacturer instructions, using Rox as a 

passive dye. q-PCR reactions were set up in 48-well plates (Applied 

Biosystems, cat. #4375816) and sealed with the recommended films for the q-

PCR equipment (Applied Biosystems, cat. #4375928). Plates were run in an 

ABI StepOne instrument (Applied Biosystems, cat. #4376357), using the PCR 

programme recommended by Agilent. Data analysis was performed on the 

StepOne Software (version 2.2) to generate the standard curves and Microsoft 

Excel to calculate the ΔΔCq values for DNA quality.  

2.1.5. Haloplex HS Experiments 

2.1.5.1. Panel design and Illumina sequencing 

The Haloplex HS panel (Agilent, cat. #G9931B) was designed using the online 

tool Agilent SureDesign. The panel covered fully the SNCA locus and coding 

regions of 11 genes associated with neurodegeneration (Table 2). Most of the 

genes (ten out of twelve) are associated to familial forms of PD or related 

juvenile forms of Parkinsonism such as PLA2G6 and ATP13A2. The last GBA 

exons were not covered fully due to probe-design constrains, hence we decided 

to explore long-read sequencing approaches (see chapter 4). The other two 

genes were APP and MAPT, which are associated to familial AD and 

frontotemporal dementia with Parkinsonism, respectively. Before the design of 

this sequencing panel, these genes were reported to host somatic variants in 

AD brains 100,103. If somatic variants were to be detected in APP and MAPT by 

our analysis, we could make a general comparison of the rate of occurrence of 

these variants to PD genes.  
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Table 2. Genes included in Haloplex HS panel design and 

probe coverage % with respect to the regions of interest. 
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Figure 4. Covered regions (green) by Haloplex HS with respect 

to the exonic sequences (black) of the reference genes from 

UCSC genome browser (hg19 reference genome).  

The Haloplex HS libraries were prepared according to the manufacturer 

protocol. Appropriate library size was evaluated by High Sensitivity DNA 

Bioanalyzer kit (Agilent, cat. #5067-4626). When repurification of the libraries 
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was necessary, libraries were cleaned with AMPure XP beads at a 0.6x 

concentration and following manufacturer instructions 

Before sequencing, the concentration of each library was calculated by High-

sensitivity Qubit (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. #Q32851) and Bioanalyzer 

chips. Libraries were pooled according to Illumina guidelines for paired-end 

sequencing in MiSeq v3 kit (600 cycles) (Illumina, cat. #MS-102-3003) and 

HiSeq 2500 Rapid Runs flow cells, using the paired-end Rapid cluster kit v2 

and the HiSeq Rapid SBS kit v2 (200 cycle) (Illumina, cat. PE-402-4002; FC-

402-4021). Pooling and clustering of HiSeq libraries were performed by 

Deborah Hughes at the Institute of Neurology-NGS facility and by Dr Pawan 

Dhami at the Cancer Genomics and Genome Engineering Facility (CAGE). 

PhiX was added in the two latest HiSeq runs to increase library diversity (Table 

S3). 

2.1.5.2. Bioinformatic Analysis 

Data from HiSeq runs were converted from bcl to fastq files by Dr Alan Pittman 

using CASAVA (version 1.8.2). All fastq files from MiSeq (Figure 5) and HiSeq 

runs were analysed by FASTQC 0.11.5157. Customised trimming was performed 

by Trimmomatic 0.32 158. For HiSeq runs (Figure 6), fastq files from different 

lanes were merged into a single set of files for each sample. Merging fastq files 

was done on a Mac terminal 2.7.3. A list of the commands used for data 

analysis is provided in Table S4. Surecall 3.0 analysis included: a default 

trimming of Illumina indices, alignment by BWA-MEM, a de-duplication step and 

variant calling by SNPPET. LoFreq 2.1.2 159 and MuTect2 160 were used for 

variant calling comparison against Surecall analysis. IGV 2.3.98 was used to 
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visualise variants and select candidates for validation experiments. 

Pathogenicity of candidate variants was predicted using Polyphen-2 161.  

 

Figure 5. General bioinformatics processing for MiSeq runs 

used for Haloplex HS optimisation. 

 

 

Figure 6. General bioinformatic processing of HiSeq data. 

2.1.6. Amplicon Sequencing for Variant validation 

2.1.6.1. Design and generation of amplicons 

Primers were designed using Primer3Plus to generate amplicons targeting the 

selected variants of interest 162. The amplicons generated by these primers 

were prepared for sequencing using the Nextera XT kit (Illumina, cat. #FC-131-
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1024). This protocol includes tagmentation, amplification and cleaning of the 

indexed libraries. To ensure that the variant sites of interest will be preserved 

during tagmentation, the primers designed must: (1) produce amplicons larger 

than 300 bp, as the tagmentase needs this sequence length to lay on the DNA, 

and (2) the variant of interest must be more than 50 bp away from the primer 

annealing sites. The primers were designed to generate amplicons between 

300-500 bp.  

2.1.6.2. Amplicon generation and Purification 

Optimisation of each primer pair reaction was performed on an Applied 

Biosystems 2720 thermal cycler. Once the PCR conditions were optimised, the 

final PCR products were generated for the samples of interest and those used 

as controls, including the Agilent reference DNA (Agilent, cat. # 5190-8848). 

The PCR products were run in agarose gels to confirm the expected size. 

Briefly, agarose powder was mixed at 1.5% in 100 mL of TAE 1x solution, 

heated up in the microwave until melting, before adding 5 µL of SybrSafe 

(Thermo Fisher, cat. # S33102) dye and pouring the solution into a gel cast 

system. The gel was allowed to dry for ~20 minutes with the lane comb properly 

placed. 1 µL of gel dye and 5 µL of PCR product were added into each lane. 

Ladder was added according to manufacturer’s instructions (New England 

Biolabs, cat. #B7025) and the gel was run for less than 1.5 hours at 70V using 

an electrophoresis power supply (Bio-Rad, cat. # 1645050). Photos of the final 

gels were taken using the Bio-Rad Chemidoc (cat. # 17001402). PCR reactions 

were purified using magnetic beads at 0.8x (Beckman coulter, cat. #A63881). 

Qubit dsDNA HS kit (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. #Q32851) was used for 

quantification of PCR products. Amplicons belonging to the same sample were 
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pooled together at a 1 ng/µL concentration. Samples were diluted at a 1:5 ratio 

to reach a final volume of 5 µL with a concentration of 0.2 ng/µL. This volume 

was used as input DNA for the Nextera XT library preparation. After bead clean 

up, the sample concentration was measured, and molarity was calculated from 

each indexed sample. Samples were pooled equimolarly before sequencing, 

using a MiSeq v3 kit (600 cycles) (Illumina, cat. #MS-102-3003) and following 

Illumina guidelines. 

2.1.6.3. Bioinformatic Analysis 

Fastq files were processed as follows: Quality control of sequencing reads was 

performed on FASTQC 0.11.5, sequencing adapters were removed by 

Trimmomatic 0.36, using the trailing option to cut off bases at the read ends 

with quality lower than 30. Trimmed sequences were aligned by BWA 0.7.15, 

alignment files were sorted and duplicates were removed using Picard 2.9.0, 

quality scores were adjusted using Base Quality Score Recalibrator from GATK 

4.0.3 163 and variants were called by Mutect2. A list of the commands used for 

data analysis is provided in Table S5. 

Each targeted region was individually analysed on IGV to assess if the 

sequencing reads showing the variant of interest were artefacts. A chi-square 

test with Yates correction was used to statistically compare the variant reads in 

samples and controls (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7.General bioinformatics processing for MiSeq data 

used in the Amplicon sequencing experiment. 
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2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Assessment of Sample quality by q-PCR 

The Agilent NGS FFPE QC kit was used to assess the quality of 43 out of 71 

samples used in Haloplex HS experiments. The rest of the samples could not 

be evaluated, as they were not available by the time on which we carried the q-

PCR experiments out.  

The ΔΔCq results were interpreted according to Agilent, as follows: 

• For ΔΔCq lower or equal than 1.3, the sample quantification can be 

relied upon Qubit estimations 

• For ΔΔCq between 1.3-1.5, q-PCR quantification is recommended 

• For ΔΔCq between 1.5-2.5, it is required to double the Haloplex HS 

minimum input from 50 to 100 ng based on q-PCR quantification 

• For ΔΔCq higher than 2.5, the results of Haloplex HS enrichment and 

sequencing can be affected. 

All samples showed ΔΔCq values below 1.3, validating the high DNA integrity 

of our samples (Table S2). 

2.2.2. Design of Artificial Mosaics 

 ‘Artificial mosaics’ were samples created to carry variants at known allele 

frequencies and used to benchmark the variant detection analysis. These 

samples were sequenced in all our sequencing runs.  

Using previous whole genome sequencing data (WGS) at low coverage (~1.1x, 

using lllumina paired-end 2 x 75-bp reads) from samples PD171Cer and 

PDC07SN, twelve homozygous and two heterozygous SNPs were exclusively 

present in PDC07SN and in the regions covered by Haloplex HS. The SNPs 
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were grouped in an initial list for known variants, which kept expanding after 

these samples were sequenced further across the project (Table S1). 

To create the artificial mosaics, PD171Cer and PDC07SN were normalised at 

the same concentration and mixed at different proportions to obtain the allele 

frequency (AF) desired. For example, the 1% artificial mosaic consisted of 99% 

of PD171Cer sample carrying wild type alleles, and 1% of PDC07SN carrying 

known SNPs. The mosaic was diluted further using sample PD171Cer at the 

same concentration to reach 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125% AF levels for the known 

SNPs. Once the artificial mosaics were created, the desired amount of DNA in 

ng (e.g. 200 ng of total DNA amount) was taken to start the library preparation.  

2.2.3. Optimisation of Haloplex HS sequencing for Low-level variant 

detection 

2.2.3.1. DNA input optimisation (MiSeq1) 

Agilent technologies advised to increase the DNA input from 50 to 280 ng to 

prepare each Haloplex HS library (Figure 8). Theoretically and based on in-

house testing, there are increased chances to detect those rare molecules 

carrying somatic variants when more DNA molecules are present.  
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Figure 8. Information provided by Agilent illustrating how the 

amount of starting material can increase the detection of 

variants at low levels. 

However, results on Bioanalyzer showed unexpected high-molecular weight 

products, which could affect the final sequencing coverage and variant 

detection limit. To assess if the high molecular weight products were due to the 

input change in library preparation, we prepared a new batch of libraries with 50 

and 280 ng of DNA input. The Bioanalyzer traces showed again high-molecular-

weight products in libraries prepared from 280 ng of DNA (Figure 9B), but not in 

the sample prepared with 50 ng input (Figure 9A). The presence of these 

products could likely affect unpredictably the clustering and result in the 

sequencing of non-specific products. 
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Figure 9. Bioanalyzer traces from samples prepared with 50 (A) 

and with 280 ng of DNA (B). Black arrow indicates the high-

molecular weight products. 

We decided to perform a sequencing run of newly prepared libraries using 50 

ng of starting material, to assess if we could reach detection of variants at 0.25-

0.5% AF under these conditions. For this, we prepared sequencing libraries for 

two artificial mosaics carrying variants at these levels, a SN (P22/08SN-50ng) 

and a blood (P22/08B-50ng) sample to test the pair-analysis when variants are 

unknown. The four libraries were sequenced in a MiSeq run, henceforth named 

MiSeq1. We observed a high percentage of duplicates and a mean coverage of 

574x for all samples (Table 3). 

0.5%-50ng 

PD171MB-280ng 

A 

B 
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Table 3. Summary of MiSeq1 sequencing metrics. 

Surecall variant calling analysis was performed in mosaics 0.5%-50ng and 

0.25%-50ng, setting the variant call quality (VCQ) at 5. A lower VCQ allowed for 

the detection of variants at low allele frequencies, which usually are classified 

as artefacts. The minimum allele frequency (MAF) threshold was set differently 

for each mosaic. Mosaic 0.5%-50ng was analysed with a MAF threshold of 

0.003, displaying six out of twelve homozygous known variants detected by 

Surecall. For mosaic 0.25%-50ng, MAF was lowered to 0.001, and showed the 

detection of six out of twelve known homozygous and one heterozygous 

variant. We observed that a low coverage could have improved the detection of 

some known variants. For example, the known variant chr4: g.90690748C>T 

only reported 24 reads at this position, making it difficult to detect any low-level 

alternate reads. The known variants were analysed also in IGV, showing that 

most of the variants were present in mosaic 0.5%-50ng at an average AF of 

0.6%±0.4. In mosaic 0.25%, the known variants displayed on IGV were present 

at 0.3%±0.3 (Table 4).  
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Table 4. Surecall and IGV analysis for known variants in 0.5 

and 0.25% mosaics. Passed refers to detected known variants, 

not passed is for variants on which the software could not 

detect enough high-quality reads to support it. Hom: 

homozygous, het: heterozygous. 

Variant calling analysis with LoFreq in mosaic 0.5%-50ng detected five out of 

the twelve homozygous variants, whereas in mosaic 0.25%-50ng only one 

homozygous variant was detected. The known variants detected by LoFreq in 

mosaic 0.5%- 50ng were not the same as those detected by Surecall. Based on 

these results, we assumed that a higher coverage was required to increase the 

sensitivity of variant calling.  

Regarding the pair-sample analysis, we aimed to compare the presence of 

somatic variants either on blood or brain samples. 15 likely mosaic variants at 

more than 0.05% AF were classified as somatic by Surecall, but 13 of these 
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were reported in the dbSNP database and were present in GBA, LRRK2, SNCA 

and PARM1. The remaining two variants were present in GBA (variant GBA1) 

and SNCA, the latter being discarded due to a possible sequencing error in this 

region. Variant GBA1 (chr1:g.155206053T>C) was located in a coding region in 

P22/08SN-50ng and 12 out of the 529 reads covering this position showed the 

variant. However, variant GBA1 was only present in one out of three 

overlapping amplicons, possibly suggesting an amplification artefact (Figure 

10). 
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Figure 10. Variant GBA1 in P22/08SN-50ng. (A) shows the AF 

and read counts for each sample and (B) shows all reads 

covering this position in IGV. 

We also evaluated some of the variants reported in dbSNP to evaluate if they 

could have arisen by sample cross-contamination. For instance, the known SNP 

rs356196 in SNCA (chr4:g.90682803A>T) was carried by P22/08SN-50ng at a 

3% AF. The same reads for this SNP showed another known variant rs356197 
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(chr4:g.90682750G>A). Initially, the two SNPs were considered as a potential 

somatic haplotype, but data from dbSNP suggests that the two variants are 

common known SNPs present on average at 19% in the populations reported. 

The high AF reported for the two variants leaves open the possibility of 

contamination from other samples or external sources, which are common 

artefacts in somatic variations studies. 

SNVs classified as ambiguous by Surecall referred to variants for which there 

was insufficient data to call them as somatic. For the analysis of these variants 

we focused on coding SNVs only and all variants were discarded due to low 

sequencing coverage or possible contamination issues. For instance, one 

variant located in a coding region of MAPT (chr17:g.40671989A>G) showed a 

3% AF in P22/08SN-50ng. The variant was not detected in mosaics or blood 

but reported in dbSNP (rs63750072) with a population AF higher than 1%. 

We have also observed differences between Surecall results and visual 

analysis of SNCA in IGV, the latter detecting 21 variants in SN or blood at less 

than 5% AF. From these, only 5 calls were shown in Surecall results. The 

discrepancy between IGV and Surecall results was attributed to variant filtering 

at low read depth, because Surecall could not confidently call low-level variants 

at these conditions. Interestingly, IGV analysis showed one GBA coding variant 

at 1% (chr1:155205068G>A; variant GBA2) and one SNCA intronic variant at 

1% (chr4:g.90664969G>T; variant SNCA1) in P22/08B-50ng, not reported 

before in dbSNP and not present in mosaics or SN. Furthermore, variant GBA2 

was present in two out of four amplicons covering this position and the variant 

SNCA1 in three out of three amplicons. But regardless of these observations, 
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the low number of reads supporting the alternate allele and low coverage did 

not allow to confidently call these variants by Surecall. 

2.2.3.2. PCR cycle optimisation (MiSeq2) 

In order to improve the sequencing coverage and find an adequate number of 

duplicates, we evaluated the effects of varying DNA input and PCR cycles for 

Haloplex HS library preparation. An artificial mosaic at 1% AF and the 

P34/08SN sample carrying unknown variants were prepared with the Haloplex 

HS protocol, combining different conditions for DNA input (from 50 ng - 280 ng) 

and PCR cycles (from 21 - 25). In total (MiSeq2), eight conditions from the 1% 

mosaic and four conditions of the P34/08SN sample were sequenced in a new 

run named MiSeq2.  

The artificial mosaic with the highest DNA input but fewer PCR cycles (1-200ng-

22) showed fewer duplicates, highest coverage and sensitivity for known 

variants, when sequenced on MiSeq2 run. The second-best performer was the 

artificial mosaic 1-100ng-23. We anticipated that the sequencing capacity of 

HiSeq 2500 will result in a higher level of duplicates. On the other hand, the 

mosaic with the highest input (280 ng) and number of PCR cycles (25) showed 

one of the lowest performance for variant detection of homozygous known 

variants (Table 5). We observed no statistically significant correlation between 

the duplicate rate and the sensitivity achieved for each mosaic (Figure 11).  
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Table 5. Summary of MiSeq2 metrics for the 1% mosaics 

tested. Hom: homozygous. *Sensitivity based in homozygous 

known variants and surecall settings MAF:0.003;VCQ:5. 

 

Figure 11. Linear regression model of the duplicate rate 

compared to the sensitivity of detection for each condition. 

The conditions of 200 ng of DNA input and 22 PCR cycles were not tried for 

P34/08SN. Among the conditions tested, 100 ng DNA input and 23 PCR cycles 

showed the highest coverage (Table 6). 
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Table 6. Summary of MiSeq sequencing metrics for P34/08SN. 

Mosaics 1%-200ng-22 and 1%-100ng-23 were analysed by LoFreq. Nine 

variants were detected in 1%-200ng-22 and five in 1%-100ng-23. These results 

supported the superiority of Surecall against LoFreq, and also confirmed higher 

chances of detection on 1%-200ng-22 with other variant callers. 

2.2.4.  High-throughput Haloplex HS sequencing runs  

2.2.4.1. Optimisation of library concentration for HiSeq runs 

(HiSeq1) 

Library preparation using DNA input of 200 ng and 22 PCR cycles continued for 

the rest of the samples. Samples were prepared in batches of 11 libraries, 

resulting in 31 successful Haloplex HS libraries, confirmed by Bioanalyzer 

results. All samples showing unexpected peaks with high molarity values (>5% 

of the library’s molarity) were repurified to reduce the sequencing of non-

specific PCR products. These libraries were run in a HiSeq rapid run flow cell, 

together with 0.25-1% artificial mosaics, and samples prepared previously with 

other conditions: P34/08-100ng-23 and P38/14-250ng-25. These samples could 

not be prepared again with the optimised conditions, due to limited sample 

availability or Haloplex HS reagents. In total, 36 Haloplex HS libraries were 

pooled into a HiSeq library and diluted further by staff from the Institute of 

Neurology-NGS facility. Run monitoring and data demultiplexing revealed low-
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diversity and overclustering issues in this run, where only 75% of the bases 

from the sequenced bases reached quality values of 30 and above. Fastq files 

were analysed on FASTQC, which showed highly variable phred-score values 

per base (Figure 12A), particularly in read two (Figure 12B). 

 

Figure 12. FastQC results from read one (A) and read two (B) 

of the merged fastq files from 1%-200ng-22 in HiSeq1. Graphs 

at the left show the average quality (blue line) and the median 

quality (red line). 

The sequencing data was still analysed on Surecall but the presence of low-

quality bases, made not possible to accurately call variants at low levels. For 

instance, in mosaic 1%-200ng-22, eight out of the fourteen known variants were 
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called by Surecall. Additional base trimming by Trimmomatic was used to: (1) 

clip the 5’ read ends with average quality below 15 (SLIDING WINDOW) and (2) 

trim the 3’ ends with an algorithm that attempts to retain longer reads while also 

evaluating the quality scores of those retained bases. The trimming processing 

did not improve the calling of known variants (Table 7), and low-quality bases 

were present in between the reads causing numerous false variant calls. When 

attempting to retain reads with average quality higher than 30, only 57% of the 

total reads were retained. This low number of high-quality reads made confident 

variant calling not possible at low allele frequencies. Agilent recommended that 

future runs would require: (1) to aim for an 8-10 pM final library dilution and (2) 

to spike-in the high-diversity PhiX library to improve sequencing yield and 

quality. 

 

Table 7. Summary of additional base trimming results for 

sequencing reads in HiSeq1. SW:#:# = 

SLIDINGWINDOW:<windowSize>:<requiredQuality>. MI:#:# = 

MAXINFO:<targetLength>:<strictness>. 

2.2.4.2. First sequencing output from HiSeq 2500 (HiSeq2) 

The same pooled library used in the previous HiSeq run was sequenced again 

at the conditions recommended by Agilent (Table S3) in a new run called 

HiSeq2. 93% of the sequenced bases showed quality values greater than or 
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equal to 30. FASTQC analysis showed high phred-scores for reads in all 

samples (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 13. FASTQC results from read 1 (A) and read 2 (B) of 

the merged fastq files from 1%-200ng-22 in HiSeq2. Similar 

results were seen in the rest of the samples. 

The sequencing metrics for all samples in HiSeq2 showed 2200±674 average 

coverage, and 56.4% of duplicates (Table 8). 
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Table 8. Average sequencing metrics for all samples. 

2.2.4.3. Estimation of sensitivity 

In HiSeq2 run, samples PDC07SN and PD171Cer (samples used to make 

artificial mosaics) were sequenced for the first time at high-depth and showed 

more homozygous and heterozygous SNPs present only in sample PDC07SN 

and not in PD171Cer. The known variant list was extended to 37 known 

homozygous and 21 heterozygous SNPs (Table 9).  

 

Table 9. Final list of known variants in artificial mosaics. (A) 

corresponds to homozygous and (B) to heterozygous variants. 
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Artificial mosaics prepared with the optimised conditions for Haloplex libraries 

were re-sequenced in this HiSeq run and used to: estimate the sensitivity for 

known variant detection, false positives in Surecall analysis and set the variant 

detection limit. 

 A sensitivity of 92% was estimated for known variants at 1% AF, and 84-90% 

for 0.5% variants, and 80-84% for known variants at 0.25% levels (Table 10).  

 

Table 10.Sequencing metrics and known variant analysis for 

each artificial mosaic included in HiSeq2. Hom=homozygous, 

het=heterozygous. 

2.2.4.4. Reducing false positives and Setting a Variant 

detection Limit 

‘Potential false positives’ (PFP) in artificial mosaics were defined as SNVs with 

AF not exceeding 20%, not recorded as known variants and without dbSNP 

records in Surecall database. PFP were estimated in each artificial mosaic by 

setting detection limits at 1, 0.5 and 0.1% AF. PFP counts increased when the 

AF threshold was lowered (Figure 14A). Although it could be possible that a few 

calls were real somatic SNVs present in the samples used to create the artificial 

mosaics, it is important to note that Surecall analysis was set to allow calls 

classified as low quality by its algorithm and some of the PFP displayed 

features related to artefacts. When the threshold was lowered from 0.5 to 

0.125% the average increase for all the mosaics was 7.5x more (Figure 14B) 
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Figure 14. PFP in Surecall output. (A) shows the PFP counts at 

different AF thresholds in each of the artificial mosaics. (B) 

shows the average fold increase when the AF was lowered. 

Based on the high number of PFP, we focused on refining our variant calling 

analysis by combining other methods to discard as many false positives as 

possible. The most accurate and available method for this aim was to add an 

additional filtering step based on visual analysis of Surecall calls on IGV. We 

have set several criteria for a variant call to meet to be considered for further 

validation. These criteria were based in previous observations of what false 

calls look like, and included: 

• Variant present in more than 50% of the overlapping amplicons covering 

its position 

• Variant present in both paired-read orientations (forward and reverse) 

• Phred-score of 36 or higher 

• Variant position outside homopolymer region (no more than five identical 

and consecutive bases) 

• No nucleotide repeats next to the variant within two bases 
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• Variant should not be present on the last base of sequencing reads 

• Variant should not be present in variant-rich regions (no more than three 

variants called within 50 bases) 

• No indels surrounding the variant of interest (within two bases) 

• Alternate base with a mapping quality higher than 30 

• Coverage for the variant position higher than 400x 

• Variant should not be present in more than three different samples 

prepared in the same library batch 

Calls made by Surecall with 0.5-5% AF in mosaics 0.5% and 0.25% were 

analysed on IGV. If a call failed to meet one or more criteria, it was discarded. 

Calls complying with all criteria could be a known variant from the sample used 

to create the mosaics, or a false positive not filtered properly by the IGV 

analysis. In total, 50 calls were examined in mosaic 0.5% and 27 in mosaic 

0.25%. 37 out of 50 calls in mosaic 0.5% did not meet all IGV criteria, as well as 

23 out of 27 in mosaic 0.25% not meeting the criteria. The rest of the calls were 

homozygous or heterozygous variants carried by PDC07SN (sample used to 

create artificial mosaics). Therefore, we determined that no false positives were 

found at more than 0.5% AF, after filtering the Surecall output with this analysis. 

We then lowered the level of detection to 0.25% for the Surecall-IGV analysis in 

mosaic 0.25%. 87 Surecall variants were found in this sample; from those 56 

were discarded by IGV analysis and 31 calls were not filtered. 27 out of the 31 

non-discarded calls were real mosaic variants, and four were variants not 

carried by PDC07SN. These were false positives detected at an average AF of 

0.296%, with the highest AF at 0.32%. Based on these results, we have set the 

lowest variant detection limit for our methodology at 0.33% (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Workflow to establish the detection limit threshold in 

our sequencing data. 

The IGV variant filtering system led to the complete removal of false positives 

from Surecall at AF of 0.33% and above, but it also discarded real mosaic 

variants. When setting the Surecall variant detection limit to 0.33%, 29 out of 

the 37 homozygous variants were observed in mosaic 0.5%. IGV filtering 

discarded twelve of these and kept seventeen real mosaic variants. The most 

common reason why real variants were filtered at more than 0.33% level, and 

even at 0.25%, was due to their presence in only one of the paired-read 

orientations (forward or reverse) (Figure 16A). On the other hand, most of the 

false calls discarded by only one criterion were due to its presence in less than 

50% of the overlapping amplicons. One false call in mosaic 0.5% (AF= 0.57%) 

and two in mosaic 0.25% (AF= 0.41 and 0.37%) were discarded due to this 

criterion (Figure 16B). The phred-score threshold also helped to discard one 
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false call in mosaic 0.25% (AF= 0.34%) and one in mosaic 0.5% (AF= 0.63%) 

(Figure 16C). Read depth lower than 400x helped to discard a false call in 

mosaic 0.5% (AF= 1%) (Figure 16D). These observations helped to validate 

how the IGV filtering system contributed to keep those calls which were more 

likely to be real (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16. Examples of known variants and false positives 

discarded after IGV analysis. A, B, C and D show know variants 

passed and false positives discarded due to their non-uniform 

presence in paired-reads, amplicons, base quality and poor 

read count. 

To report formally the sensitivity and false negative rate of our variant calling 

pipeline using the IGV filtering system, we re-evaluated the known variant 
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detection at AF from 0.33-5% in mosaic 0.5%. Known variants could be missed, 

either because they were filtered by the IGV system or due to their presence at 

lower AF than 0.33%. The first column of Table 11 reports the number of 

homozygous known variants found at less than 0.33% AF in this mosaic. We 

also contrast the number of false positives and negatives before (Table 11A) 

and after IGV analysis (Table 11B). False positives are all the variants detected 

from 0.33-5% by Surecall, without including the know variants. No false 

positives remained after IGV analysis (Table 11B). False negatives are the 

known variants detected at levels higher than 0.33% and missed either by 

Surecall (Table 11A) and the IGV filtering analysis (Table 11B). 

 

Table 11. Detection of the 37 homozygous known variants 

before and after IGV analysis in mosaic 0.5%. 

2.2.4.5. Comparison between Surecall and Additional variant 

callers 

Surecall was compared to LoFreq and MuTect2 variant callers, in order to 

evaluate if they could perform equally well or better than Surecall for 

improvement of the variant calling strategy. Noteworthy, Mutect2 has been 

improved and does not require the indel realignment step, commonly 

recommended in the past versions, to improve the variant caller accuracy. 

Surecall demonstrated higher sensitivity than these variant callers at default 

settings, when detecting known variants in the mosaic 1%-200ng-22 (Table 12). 

Single nucleotide calls with AF from 0.33-20%, not recorded as known variants 
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from artificial mosaics, were counted for all variant callers, as they could likely 

represent non-specific calls from each variant caller. Surecall produced 

considerably fewer calls than LoFreq; the variant caller with the second-best 

sensitivity performance.  

 

 

Table 12. Comparison of sensitivity registered at 1% for 

variants and PFP analysis for 3 variant callers. 

2.2.4.6. Variant detection 

Sample analysis was carried out using Surecall and the next inclusion 

parameters: 

• AF from 0.33-20% 

• Not previously reported in dbSNP with population frequencies higher 

than 1% 

• Coding variants 

• Coverage higher than 400x at the variant position 

116 Surecall calls were found in all samples and those were analysed using our 

previously established IGV criteria. From this analysis, 12 candidate variants in 

nine different samples were found to pass the IGV criteria, and further 

considered for validation (Table 13). The variants were analysed by Polyphen-2 

to predict its pathogenicity. Three were predicted as damaging variants. Variant 
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chr1:g.17312596T>A stood out from the rest of the variants, due to its high AF 

(5.24%). 

 

Table 13. Summary of potential candidates detected from all 

samples in HiSeq2. In red, samples used for further validation 

experiments. 

Sequencing data from P22/08SN and P22/08 blood were reviewed in order to 

validate the presence of three variants found in the MiSeq1 run (see section 

2.2.3.1). Variant GBA1 (chr1:g.155206053T>C), previously showing a low 

coverage in P22/08SN, could not be confirmed in the new HiSeq data. The 

P22/08SN sample on HiSeq2 showed the same three overlapping amplicons, 

but none of them carried the alternate base (Figure 17). We assume it was an 

artefact arising during extensive PCR amplification with a low DNA input. 

Variant GBA2 (chr1:155205068G>A) and variant SNCA1 

(chr4:g.90664969G>T) in P22/08B- 50ng were also not detected by Surecall in 

HiSeq2 data.  
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Figure 17. Variant GBA1 in P22/08SN. (A)Variant GBA1 was 

shown at 2% in MiSeq data. (B) IGV analysis of these data 

showed that the variant failed to meet only one feature. (C) 

Higher coverage and optimised library preparation conditions in 

HiSeq2 discarded this variant from being a potential candidate. 

2.2.4.7. Second sequencing output from HiSeq 2500 (HiSeq3) 

Four additional library preparation batches at the optimised conditions resulted 

in 42 successful Haloplex HS libraries, which were sequenced in a new HiSeq 

rapid run named HiSeq3. The previously prepared mosaic 1%-200ng-22 was 

also included to compare the known variant detection performance between 

runs. Run statistics showed that 94% of the bases had quality scores >30. 

Samples showed 2940x average depth and 49% of duplicates (Table 14). Of 

interest, the run was performed in a different HiSeq 2500 equipment from the 

CAGE sequencing facility. A comparison of sequencing metrics is shown in 
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Table 15, showing a better performance of HiSeq3 compared to the previous 

one. 

 

Table 14. Average sequencing metrics for all samples in 

HiSeq3. 

Fastq files for all samples were processed by FASTQC, showing high phred-

score values and by Surecall using the previously established analysis method. 

The estimated sensitivity for homozygous variants in the mosaic 1%-200-22 

resulted in 97%, higher than the previous HiSeq2 run (Table 15).  

 

Table 15. Comparison between HiSeq2 and 3 runs.  

All samples were analysed on Surecall using the same inclusion filters and IGV 

filtering criteria. In this case, eighteen potential candidates were found in all 

samples (Table 16). Polyphen-2 was used to predict the pathogenicity of all 

candidate variants. Two variants were found pathogenic in two control samples 

(P67/10SN and P66/11SN).  
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Table 16. Summary of potential candidates found in all samples 

from HiSeq3. In red, samples used for further validation. 

After evaluating the Surecall output from the HiSeq runs 2 and 3, we also 

screened visually the SNCA intronic regions of all samples in IGV, but no 

variants were recorded as a possible real candidate. 

2.2.5.  Amplicon Sequencing for Variant validation 

2.2.5.1. Variant selection for validation 

In total, 31 novel coding variants in 23 samples passed the Surecall-IGV variant 

filtering. Most of the variants (24 out of 31) were detected at allele frequencies 

under 0.5%. LRRK2 and PLA2G6 showed the highest number of variants (six 

on each gene) and these variants were detected at less than 0.5%. Most of the 

candidate variants were present in disease cases (21 out of 30), but the rate at 

which these variants occurred was not significantly different from control cases 

(p=0.001).  

We evaluated the proportion of diseased samples showing more than one 

candidate mosaic variant, to assess if any brain region had a higher rate of 
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candidate variants. But no major differences were found across the regions 

analysed, after taking into account that the majority of the samples analysed 

came from SN. In this study most of the samples analysed came from SN and 

~26% of these samples showed more than one candidate variant. Variants 

were prioritised based on a custom ranking scale, which assessed the features 

of a variant with a possible role in disease (Table 17). 

 

Table 17. Ranking criteria used to prioritise variants for 

validation assays. 

Twenty-two Haloplex variants in nineteen samples were selected for validation, 

showing score values higher than 4.  

2.2.5.1. Estimation of DNA damage 

To further discard artefacts from the list of candidate variants for validation, we 

used the Damage-Estimator tool to identify samples with a high rate of base 

substitutions likely to arise due to sample processing. Based on the fact that 

DNA damage may lead to discordant variants between read one and read two, 

the tool evaluates the total imbalance between reads and calculates a ratio 

named ‘GIV’. The GIV score is computed for all possible base-substitutions. A 
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GIV score higher than 1.5 suggests a high variability due to DNA damage. 

Twenty out of nineteen samples selected for validation showed at least one 

substitution with GIV > 1.5. The commonest base change displaying a high 

DNA damage estimation was G>T across all samples (Figure 18). However, no 

samples showed GIV scores above 1.5 for the base change to be validated. 

 

Figure 18. Count of base substitutions exceeding GIV 

threshold. 

2.2.5.2. Amplicon generation and Sequencing 

For the 22 variants selected for validation, primers were successfully designed 

for 21 variants. Primers for variant chr1:155205514G>A in sample P38/14Cer 

gave a product different in size (~350 bp) than the expected one (391 bp), thus 

the variant was excluded from validation. The variant lay in the homologous 

region of GBA and its pseudogene. In silico tests showed that the primers were 

able to align with less efficiency to the pseudogene producing a shorter 

sequence similar to the product size observed (~350 bp). For the rest of the 
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variants, primers were designed to produce amplicons with a size ranging from 

300 to 407 bp. The average size for all amplicons was 369 bp (Table 18). 

 

Table 18. 22 variants selected for deep-amplicon sequencing 

validation assay. 

From the eighteen samples included in this assay, six samples worked as 

controls for sequencing background noise of all the regions to be sequenced. 

We also included as a control sample the Agilent reference DNA. Samples used 

as amplicon controls were: 

• P66/12SN 
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• P66/12Cer   

• PD171SN   

• P20/10Cer  

• P13/15FC   

• PD184FC 

• Agilent reference DNA  

For a Haloplex variant to be validated, the number of alternate reads in the 

sample of interest must have been significantly higher than those in control 

samples. Amplicons targeting the variants of interest in controls and actual 

samples were generated and sequenced in a MiSeq run, named MiSeq3. The 

mean coverage for the variants in the samples of interest was 14,883x. Each of 

the variants were analysed on IGV, comparing the number of alternate reads in 

the samples of interest versus controls. Statistical tests showed that only two 

candidate variants in samples P73/11SN and P67/10SN were present at 

significantly different levels to controls. The rest of the variants did not show any 

significant variant AF, nor AF values close to the previous Haloplex HS assay. 

Pair-mode analysis by Mutect2 called the variants in these two samples (used 

as tumour samples), when using the reference DNA from Agilent as a normal 

sample (Table 19). 
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Table 19. Results from Amplicon sequencing analysis. Rows 

highlighted in red were successfully validated by this protocol. 
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2.3. Discussion 

In this part of the study, we screened for somatic SNVs at low levels in PD-

associated loci using a Haloplex HS customised targeted sequencing panel. 

The candidate variants were further scrutinised in a deep-sequencing assay for 

technical validation, covering regions of the variants of interest and resulting in 

the confirmation of two variants at 1 and 5% AF. Initial optimisation of Haloplex 

HS library preparation was crucial to reach the variant detection at the AF 

sought in this study. The amount of sample input and PCR amplification have 

an impact on the diversity of molecules and duplicate rate of the whole 

experiment 164. The Haloplex HS kit can process higher amounts of starting 

material than 50 ng, leading to an increase on the probability of low-level variant 

detection. Based on this knowledge, we made comparisons of different library 

preparation conditions to benchmark our methodology. Results from MiSeq2 

showed the influence of low DNA inputs and more PCR cycles in the duplicate 

rates. The samples showing a higher number of duplicates were those with 50 

or 100 ng of DNA and 24 PCR cycles, which was the highest amount of PCR 

cycles for these two amounts of starting material. Duplicates allow for the 

enrichment of a mutant signal present originally in a few molecules; but when 

excessive, they can make the sequencing data redundant and can also bring 

more errors into the data 165. In the MiSeq2 results, we observed no significant 

correlation between the duplicate rates and sensitivity for variant detection of 

the mosaics tested, although our experiment was not designed to test this 

correlation. Other factors apart from duplicates can play a role for the detection 

of variants at low AF levels, such as small differences in library preparation, 

PCR amplification efficiency, sequencer performance or bioinformatic analysis. 
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The conditions chosen for library preparation and bioinformatic analysis 

performed consistently well across MiSeq and HiSeq runs. This was further 

confirmed by our comparison with other variant callers, such as Mutect2 and 

LoFreq, which did not show a better performance than Surecall while calling for 

known variants in artificial mosaics at default settings.  

Computational analysis of variants at low AF requires a careful design for a 

trade between the sensitivity for detection and a lower rate of false positives, 

where the most strict approaches have a higher risk of missing variants 123. The 

IGV manual filtering step was able to reduce false positives at levels above 

0.33% in the artificial mosaics, but it resulted on a higher false negative rate, as 

evidenced in the 0.5% artificial mosaic analysis. The false negative rate at 0.5% 

AF is of relevance, because most of the known variants selected for validation 

had an AF lower than 1%. In fact, the average AF for all the variants not 

validated was 0.45%. As an initial approach, we focused on developing a 

variant calling system that will prioritise discarding the highest number of false 

positives. Although we cannot exclude false negatives from our analysis, we 

can confirm that discerning these from false positives will require a massive 

sequencing effort or cannot be possible with our currently available 

bioinformatic methods. The IGV filtering pipeline here described has been 

customised to discard false positives based on previous observations of 

possible artefacts in our data, but these criteria are similar to what others have 

reported in their variant analysis 142,166–168. For example, Deshpande and 

colleagues considered the presence of variants in both strands and non-

homopolymeric regions for variant filtering 169. Interestingly, Beyens and 

colleagues168 published a Python algorithm to filter artefacts from data obtained 
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with the Haloplex kit, which is the version of this targeted capture system 

lacking molecular barcodes. Some of the filters used by them can be related to 

our IGV filtering system, such as low coverage for the variant, presence in most 

overlapping amplicons and the position of the variant in the sequencing read. 

This script allows for somatic variant detection only when paired samples are 

present, which is not the case for the majority of the samples in our study. The 

advantages of manual variant filtering from our study are the comprehensive 

analysis for each variant, the relatively easy customisation for different datasets 

and that it does not require expert bioinformatics knowledge or packages, 

however is labour-intensive for a large number of samples.  

It is important to note that previous studies using Haloplex HS have used 

manual filtering on IGV in their analysis and they reported detection of variants 

at 0.2%, 0.25% and 0.5% AF 61,148,170, but the false positive and negative rates 

are either not disclosed or difficult to interpret from the data presented. Hirsch 

and colleagues fixed a detection limit of 0.2% for SNVs and indels, after 

estimating the number of false alternate reads in 31 SNV positions that should 

have shown wild-type sequences 170. It is not clear if all the variants found at 

more than 0.2% in the initial Haloplex HS analysis were true positives, as it 

seems that only seventeen samples were subjected to further validation with 

ddPCR during remission. In this report, there is a lack of details about the 

variants discovered, such as their sequencing coverage or variant annotation, 

and also about the strategies used to discard contamination or artefacts. De 

Kock and colleagues148 reported that their Haloplex HS assay had a 0.1% AF 

detection limit with a bioinformatic analysis based on Surecall, manual IGV 

inspection and analysis for error distributions to set up the detection limit. On 
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the patients’ samples, the variant with the lowest AF detected was 0.25% and 

this was validated by Fluidigm-Access Array and Haloplex. Although there are 

reports of possible biases in AF estimations of PCR-enriched and capture 

sequencing data 171,172, the authors from both studies 148,170 reported precise AF 

estimates from Haloplex HS, attributed to the de-duplication step. Lastly, Keogh 

and colleagues analysed Haloplex HS data using GATK, Agilent tools and IGV 

inspection to validate somatic SNVs and indels above 0.5% AF. Detection at 

these AFs was confidently achieved with sequencing depths higher than 4000x. 

Among the 62 somatic variants found, they report six variants not covered by 

Haloplex HS and one false positive from Haloplex HS data at ~0.5% AF. 

Although no more data is provided about false positives and negatives, it 

appears that these rates were negligible and the AF estimates from their initial 

analysis and Haloplex HS were significantly correlated. 

Variant filtering also included candidate SNVs at genomic positions previously 

reported as common SNPs in population databases (AF ≥ 0.01). Somatic 

variation can also occur at these positions and similarly to the report of Beck 

and colleagues, these pathogenic variants may provide a straightforward 

mechanism for disease 173. However, the risk of sample handling leading to 

cross-contamination is high, and several studies have adopted this strategy to 

discard these variants 61,138,174,175 

In our study, we also included an additional DNA damage analysis step to 

account for variants likely to result from this phenomenon. None of the samples 

had important levels of DNA damage for the variants sought to be validated. But 

interestingly, DNA damage mainly in G>T substitutions was observed in half of 

the samples used for this analysis. G>T artefacts have been reported to occur 
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while heating samples during the cell lysis step in DNA extraction 176. The DNA 

damage estimator is a useful tool to identify artefacts which lead to an 

imbalance between sequencing reads 177 and similar tools have used this 

approach to evaluate DNA damage in different contexts 178. Still, other artefacts 

seem more difficult to identify, especially if they do not lead to differences in 

double strands or occur at very early stages of sample processing.  

In the next chapters, we will discuss in depth the challenges that we found for 

the detection of somatic SNVs, ways to overcome them and how do these 

relate to previously published studies. Furthermore, we will present the 

conclusions from the variants validated and the results from a different 

validation approach using ddPCR. 
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3. Sorting of Dopaminergic Nuclei  

3.1. Introduction 

Current understanding of cellular mechanisms relies on the resolution and 

perspective provided by bulk analysis in previous years 143. Bulk analyses can 

result in average measurements of cellular events in an heterogeneous 

population, masking rare events possibly relevant for a cellular population of 

interest 179. The study of specific cell lineages can facilitate the detection of rare 

variants present at higher frequency in certain populations or subpopulations. 

This approach has proven to be useful in the single-cell cancer genomics field, 

where intratumour heterogeneity and clonal evolution of tumours have been the 

main phenomena of interest 180. Likewise, genomic mosaicism arising during 

development can follow similar clonal evolution patterns largely studied in 

cancer.   

In theory, sorting neuronal populations from a specific brain region can be a 

useful approach to study mosaicism, as these neurons will be likely to reflect 

variation originated in a specific progenitor 137. In practice, the isolation or 

enrichment of specific neuronal populations can be complicated by the high 

heterogeneity of cell types in brain. Highly specialised neurons, microglia, 

astrocytes and oligodendrocytes can be co-localised at different rates across 

the whole brain 137. Genotypic differences across these cells may hold different 

functional consequences. 

The main involvement of dopaminergic neurons in PD and in a large variety of 

neuropsychiatric disorders is an important reason to study these neurons 181. 

Dopaminergic neurons are mainly located within midbrain in three anatomical 

areas: the retrorubral area, SN and the ventral tegmental area 182.  
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Dopaminergic neurons are highly abundant in SNpc, with estimations of TH-

positive neurons from 76 to almost 100% within this brain region 183. Substantia 

nigra pars reticulata and the ventral tegmental area contain also important 

dopaminergic clusters, but are affected by PD in a less extent than pars 

compacta 184,185. The presence of dopaminergic subtypes within these regions 

has been suggested, which display heterogeneous expression of dopaminergic 

markers and could help to explain the diversity of functions exerted by 

dopaminergic neurons 181,184,186.  In addition, other neuronal populations, 

important for basal ganglia function, can be present in these anatomical regions 

and may account for higher heterogeneity 183. 

The procedures and markers used to discern between neuronal populations 

need to be validated to ensure an accurate enrichment of the cells of interest. 

The first step is to identify markers, which can resolve between glia and 

neuronal types, or even subtypes. Ideally, optimisation should take into 

consideration any improvement that can be made regarding the isolation and 

sorting efficiencies 187. Flow cytometry is a technique widely used to analyse 

large number of cells or nuclei separately from their heterogeneous source 188. 

A high-throughput for the isolation of intact neuronal nuclei has been reported 

using FANS in frozen human brains, as the dissociation of complete neurons is 

not feasible from brain tissue 189–191. NeuN is specifically expressed in nuclei 

from neurons, not glia, although its expression is not associated with a 

particular neuronal type 192,193. Due to its specificity to label neuronal nuclei, it 

has been reported as a marker, mainly in studies evaluating cortical neurons 

189,194. Conflicting results exist in human and mouse SN, where it has been 

reported variable expression of NeuN 193.  
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In our laboratory, preliminary tests were done by Dr Diego Pérez Rodríguez to 

compare the staining of different antibodies for the isolation of dopaminergic 

nuclei using SN from control brains. The nuclear counts from nigra suggested 

that SOX6 tended to stain nuclei from large, neuromelanin- and TH-positive 

cells (Figure 19A). A significantly higher intensity of SOX6 nuclear staining was 

observed in neuromelanin-positive neurons compared to neuromelanin-

negative ones (Figure 19B).  
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Figure 19. Preliminary comparisons of SOX6, TH and 

Neuromelanin- positive neurons in control nigra. (A)The arrow 

head shows a large nucleus stained by SOX6 in a cell with TH 

and neuromelanin, and the full arrow shows SOX6 staining in a 

neuromelanin negative cell with small nucleus. (B) shows the 

comparison of mean SOX6 staining intensity between 

neuromelanin-positive and negative cells. Data provided by Dr. 

Diego Pérez Rodríguez. 

Furthermore, the nuclear size and the intensity of SOX6 staining was measured 

and correlated for K-clustering analysis. Nuclei from SN (n=217) and frontal 

cortex (n=437) revealed distinct clustering patterns. In frontal cortex, the nuclei 

analysed were small and SOX6 signal was null or weak. In SN, there was a 

NM DAPI SOX6

TH TH DAPI SOX6 TH SOX6

A 

Melissa Leija
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distinct cluster with large and clear SOX6 positive nuclei, in addition to small 

nuclei with SOX6 positive signal (Figure 20) 

 
Figure 20. K-clustering analysis of nuclei evaluated by size and 

SOX6 staining. (A) shows four different clusters, on which the 

red cluster corresponds to large, SOX6 positive nigral nuclei in 

neuromelanin-positive cells. (B) shows cortical small-sized 

nuclei in one cluster.  SOX6 staining was observed in fewer 

nuclei than nigra. Data analysed by Dr. Diego Pérez Rodríguez. 

In this chapter, the general aim was to contribute to the development of a 

protocol to accurately sort dopaminergic nuclei for the first time in our 

laboratory. To achieve this, we studied the expression of sorted nuclei based on 

size and SOX6 staining, which were parameters previously used by our team 

for immunohistochemistry analysis. The expression of the SOX6-sorted nuclei 

was compared to NeuN-sorted fractions. We also performed optimisation tests 

to extract RNA and DNA for the future study of somatic variations in 

dopaminergic neurons. The nuclear sorting and DNA extraction protocols were 

further tested to validate the somatic variants found in the previous chapter.  

Melissa Leija
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3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Nuclei isolation 

The nuclei isolation protocol was based on 190, which includes a gradient step to 

remove cell debris, such as excess lipids and white matter. The cleaning step 

was kept to avoid further debris interference with immunostaining and sorting. 

Prior to the start of the protocol, nuclei isolation media (NIM) and OptiPrep 

Diluent for Nuclei (ODN) were prepared according to (Table 20). These two 

solutions and Optiprep Density Gradient Medium (ODGM; Sigma Aldrich; cat. 

#D1556) were mixed into a NIM:ODGM:ODN solution at 6:5:1 ratios, 

respectively. ODGN and ODN were mixed into a ODGM:ODN solution at 29:31 

ratios. The protocol started with gently tissue grinding in nuclei isolation media 

with a cut pipet tip. Samples were transferred to a 5-mL Falcon tube and further 

homogenized. 10 µL of 10% Triton X-100 was added and the tissue was 

homogenized in 10-15 rounds using the Dounce tissue grinders. Samples were 

transferred to a microcentrifuge tube, spun at 1000xg for 8 min at 4°C, and the 

supernatant was discarded and the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of 

NIM:ODGN:ODN solution. Samples were loaded into a 1mL syringe without 

needle. Then, samples were added carefully to a tube with 1 mL of the 

ODGM:ODN solution, without mixing the gradient. Samples were spun at 

10,300xg for 20 min at 4°C and the supernatant was discarded. The isolated 

nuclei were resuspended in sterile PBS.  
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Table 20. Reagents and Final concentration to prepare 

solutions used for nuclei isolation. 

3.2.2. SOX6 and NeuN Immunostaining 

All steps during immunostaining of the isolated nuclei were performed at 4ºC. 

The nuclei were pelleted for 10 minutes at 800xg and 450 µL of supernatant 

were removed. When necessary, nuclei isolated from different brains were 

mixed into a single tube. Protein blocking was done by adding 150 µL of PBS + 

10% goat serum and gentle mixing for 30 minutes in a Stuart scientific tube 

mixer. 3 µL of sample was collected in a separate tube for counting using a 

Neubauer counting chamber and the Nikon Diaphot 300 inverted microscope. 

1µL was diluted at a 1:10 concentration and DAPI (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. 

# 62248) was added to reach a final concentration of 1µg/µL. If the amount of 

nuclei was too high for counting, a new 1 µL aliquot was further diluted (up to 

1:20) and stained with DAPI at the same concentration. These estimations 

helped to distribute uniformly the amount of nuclei into each fraction stained 
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with different antibodies. A small fraction containing ~100,000 nuclei was 

reserved for staining with secondary antibody only, to estimate the background 

fluorescence in the flow cytometer analysis. After blocking, the respective 

primary antibodies were added into each nuclear fraction at the following 

concentrations: 

• SOX6 (Sigma Aldrich, cat. #HPA001923) at a 1:100 concentration 

• NeuN (Milipore, #MAB377) at a 1:200 concentration 

Samples were gently mixed for 1 hour after adding the primary antibody. After 

staining, nuclei were gently spun for 10 minutes at 800xg and the primary 

antibody solution was removed. 150 µL of secondary antibody solutions was 

added to each fraction. For SOX6 staining, we used an anti-goat secondary 

antibody conjugated with Alexa-Fluor 488, (Life Technologies, cat. # A-11008) 

at a 1:750 concentration. For NeuN, an anti-mouse secondary antibody 

conjugated with Alexa-Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. #A-11001) was 

used at a 1:750 concentration. Samples were gently mixed for 45 minutes to 1 

hour in darkness. The nuclei were spun again for 10 minutes at 800xg. The 

secondary antibody was removed, and the pellet was resuspended in 475 µL of 

PBS. Nuclei were stained by adding 25 µL of PI stock solution (1 mg/µL) to 

reach a 50 µg/ml concentration. The nuclei were taken directly to the FACS-

facility based at the UCL Great Ormond Hospital at 4ºC.  

3.2.3. FANS settings 

Nuclei were defrosted and immediately run through a FACSAria III Cell Sorter. 

Data was analysed by BD FACSDiva (Becton Dickinson; version 8.0.1) 

software. The sort-setup mode was set at a 70 µm nozzle, with a sheath 

pressure at 70 psi, and a 4-way-purity for sorting precision mode. Initial setting 
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up of these experiments used Sphero Rainbow calibration particles (Beckton 

Dickinson, cat. #559123). For each experiment, the nuclei stained only with 

secondary antibody were run to establish the gating parameters. After running 

~10,000 events on the sorter, gating parameters were set to discard doublets, 

identify the level of background noise and sort nuclei based on size. To sort 

singlets, area and height values of nuclear staining (PI) were plotted. Diploid 

and tetraploid nuclei were discarded similar to a previous report195. For size 

clustering, nuclei were classified into large and small by plotting the forward and 

size scatter-areas. Signal specificity was determined by the detection of non-

specific binding in nuclei stained with secondary antibody, and the 

establishment of this signal as background fluorescence 128. The signal 

specificity was evaluated using a plot for nuclear staining and fluorescence 

signal detected by FITC emission filter. The nuclear fractions were collected in 

tubes with 100 µL of sterile PBS, when not used immediately after. After sorting 

the fractions were spun briefly to settle the nuclei down. 

3.2.4. RNA Extraction and Quantification 

RNA was extracted using the SPLIT RNA extraction kit (Lexogen, cat. #008) 

and the Absolutely Nanoprep kit (Agilent, cat. #400753). For the SPLIT kit, all 

centrifugation steps were done at 12,000g and 18ºC. The phase lock gel tubes 

were equilibrated at room temperature and spun for 1 minute. Samples were 

homogenised in 400 µL of isolation buffer and the homogenate was transferred 

into a phase lock gel tube. 400 µL of phenol solution pH 4.3 (Sigma Aldrich, cat. 

#P4682-100ML) was added to the sample and mixed by inversion (5 times). 

150 µL of acidic buffer was added and mixed by pipetting. 200 µL of chloroform 

(Serva, cat. #39553.01) was added and mixed vigorously (three times for 5 
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seconds with a 1 second pause). Samples were incubated for two minutes at 

room temperature and spun for two minutes. The upper phase was decanted 

into a 2 ml micro-tube. To extract the RNA, 1.75 volumes of isopropanol (Sigma 

Aldrich, cat. #I9516-500ML) was added to each tube containing the decanted 

liquid. Samples were mixed using a vortex for 10 seconds and then loaded into 

purification columns in batches of 800 µL. Tubes were spun for 20 seconds and 

flow-through was discarded. To wash the samples, 500 µL of washing buffer 

was added to the samples and spun for 20 seconds, discarding the liquid in 

collection tubes. A second wash step was repeated, adding 600 µL of washing 

buffer. Columns were spun for 1 minute to dry. The purification column was 

placed onto a 1.5-ml Lo-bind tube (Eppendorf, cat. #0030108051). To elute the 

RNA 10 µL of elution buffer was added to the column and incubated for 1 

minute at room temperature. Samples were spun for 1 minute and RNase 

inhibitor was added to the eluted RNA (1U/µL) (Fisher scientific, cat. 

#10051073). 

For the Absolutely Nanoprep kit, 5 ml of 80% sulfolane (Sigma Aldrich, cat. 

#T22209-5G) was prepared in advance, ensuring the mixture was free of 

precipitates. 0.7 μl of β-Mercaptoethanol was added to 100 μl of lysis buffer in 

tubes for each sample. Samples were added and mixed by vortexing until 

homogenized, then 100 μl of 80% sulfolane was added to the cell lysate and 

mixed thoroughly by vortexing for 5 seconds. The lysate was transferred to an 

RNA-binding nano-spin cup in a collection tube, spun at 12,000 × g for 60 

seconds, and filtrate was discarded. The genomic DNA contamination step was 

carried out, where 300 μl of 1× low-salt wash buffer was added and samples 

were spun at ≥12,000 × g for 60 seconds. Flow-through was discarded and 
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samples re-spun at ≥12,000 × g for two minutes to dry the fiber matrix. 15 µL of 

the DNase solution was added on the fiber matrix and samples were incubated 

at 37°C for 15 minutes, 300 µL of 1× high-salt wash buffer was added. Samples 

were spun at ≥12,000 × g for 60 seconds and filtrate was discarded. Washes 

were performed by adding, 300 µL of 1× low-salt wash buffer, spinning samples 

at ≥12,000 × g for 60 seconds. The same low-salt wash was repeated and 

samples were spun for 3 minutes to dry the fiber matrix, and the column was 

transferred to a new collection tube. 10 μl of warm elution buffer (60 ºC) was 

added to the fiber matrix. Samples were incubated at room temperature for two 

minutes and spun at ≥12,000 × g for 5 minutes to obtain the eluted RNA. 

After extraction, the RNA samples were placed on ice and quantified 

immediately by Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. #ND-2000), following 

manufacturer instructions. In most of the cases, the RNA was used to set RT-

PCR reactions immediately after quantification, otherwise, the RNA was stored 

at -80 ºC. 

3.2.5. RT-q-PCR 

For RT-PCR, the AffinityScript Multiple Temperature cDNA Synthesis Kit 

(Agilent, cat. #200436) and Maxima H Minus cDNA Synthesis Master Mix 

(Thermo Scientific, cat. #M1669) were used according to the amount of RNA 

input available for each experiment. The AffinityScript kit was used when a 

higher number of nuclei was available. The manufacturer’s protocol 

recommends adding 15.7 µL of nuclease-free water, 3 µL of random primers 

and the extracted RNA. This mix was incubated at 65°C for 5 minutes and at 

25ºC for 10 minutes. To reach a 20 µL volume of final reaction, the next 

reagents were added: 2 µL of 10x AffinityScript RT buffer, 0.8 µL of dNTP mix 
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(25 mM each dNTP), 0.5 µL of RNase Block Ribonuclease Inhibitor (40 U/µL) 

and 1 µL of AffinityScript Multiple Temperature RT. Samples were incubated at 

25°C for 10 minutes to extend the primers, and for cDNA synthesis, samples 

were incubated at 42ºC for 60 minutes and at 72ºC for 15 minutes.  

The Maxima H Minus kit was used in experiments where lower number of nuclei 

were expected. For each sample, 1µL of 10x dsDNase buffer, 1 µL of dsDNase, 

7 µL of the extracted RNA and 1 µL of nuclease-free water were mixed gently in 

a tube. Samples were incubated for 5 minutes at 37ºC, spun down and chilled 

on ice. 1 µL of random primers, 1 µL of 10 mM of dNTP mix, 4 µL of 5x RT 

buffer, 1 µL of Maxima H minus enzyme mix and 6 µL of nuclease-free water 

was added to the RNA-free of genomic DNA. Samples were incubated for 10 

minutes at 25ºC, then for 30 minutes at 50ºC and at 85º for 5 minutes. 

The resulting cDNA was used as template for q-PCR using the Brilliant III Ultra-

Fast SYBR® Green Master Mix (Agilent, cat. #600892). Master mixes were 

prepared according to manufacturer instructions (Table 21). After mixing by 

pipetting, the mixture was distributed across the 48-well plate (Applied 

Biosystems, cat. #4375816). cDNA dilutions (1:5) were prepared in advance, 

when standard curve analysis was necessary. 2 µL of cDNA template was 

pooled into each well. Plates were sealed with the recommended optical films 

for the q-PCR equipment (Applied Biosystems, cat. #4375928) and briefly spun 

before starting the q-PCR program described in Table 22. Plates were run in an 

ABI StepOne instrument (Applied Biosystems, cat. #4376357), the plate was 

sealed using the recommended films for the q-PCR equipment (Applied 

Biosystems, cat. #4375928). The primers used for GAPDH, NR4A2 and TH 
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were published before by 186. Primers for SLC6A3 were designed using 

PrimerQuest tool from Integrated DNA technologies website. 

 

Table 21. q-PCR reaction components. 

 

Table 22. q-PCR programme settings. 

Data was collected and analysed using the StepOne Software (version 2.2) to 

generate the standard curves and Microsoft Excel 2016 was used to calculate 

the fold changes in expression. 

Data analysis was based on a relative quantification method against another 

sample, which in this case was NeuN. The analysis followed the next steps: 
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1. The efficiency (Egene) of each gene assay (e.g. TH, NR4A2) was 

calculated using standard curves made with bulk nigral RNA 

Egene=10(-1/slope) 

2. Ct (cycle threshold) values from NeuN and SOX6-positive fractions were 

substracted to find the difference in cycles between them (ΔCtmarker), 

ΔCtmarker = CtNeuNpositive – CtSOX6positive 

3. Egene and ΔCtmarker were used to calculate the ratio of expression in 

SOX6-positive fractions relative to NeuN for each particular gene (Fgene), 

Fgene = E gene (ΔCTmarker) 

The Fgene was reported for both genes and interpreted as the difference in 

expression without normalisation for nuclear input 

4. Normalisation (N) was performed for the difference in nuclear inputs 

originally present in SOX6- and NeuN-positive fractions.  

ΔInput = NucleiNeuNpositive ÷ NucleiSOX6positive 

Ngene = Fgene  x ΔInput 

The Ngene was also reported for both genes. 

Differences between genes were tested statistically by unpaired t-test, (p<0.05). 

3.2.6. Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) 

Primers and probes targeting the variants of interest were designed using 

Primer3plus software and according to Bio-Rad guidelines for ddPCR 196 (Table 

S6). Bulk DNA was extracted from putamen, occipital, frontal cortex and 

cingulate gyrus of the individuals carrying the variants of interest. For SN, nuclei 

were isolated and sorted using the protocol described in section 3.2.1-3.2.3. 
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The nuclear fractions were collected in tubes with 100 µL of sterile PBS and 

stored in the fridge for two days before freezing at -80ºC for less than a week. 

Nuclear DNA extraction was performed in the same day when the ddPCR 

plates were prepared using a triton-based extraction similar to the Smart-seq2 

protocol for nuclear lysis 197 and the Picopure kit (Applied Biosystems, cat. # 

KIT0103). The triton-based extraction was performed as follows: nuclei were 

pelleted for 10 minutes at 13,000 rpm and 4ºC. Supernatant was removed and 

4 volumes of 0.2% triton x-100 solution (Sigma Aldrich, cat. #T9284) was added 

before incubating the samples for 6 minutes at 72ºC in a thermal cycler. 

Alternatively, nuclear DNA extraction was also attempted using the Picopure kit. 

Nuclei were pelleted for 10 minutes at 13,000 rpm and 4ºC. The supernatant 

was removed and 20 µL of extraction solution was added to the sample, 

similarly to198. The tube was gently vortexed and incubated for 3 hours at 65ºC, 

followed by a 10 minute-incubation at 95ºC. A ddPCR supermix without water 

was prepared for these samples and 6.6 µL of DNA extracted from nuclei was 

added. The ddPCR master mix for the rest of the samples was prepared based 

on Table 23 and distributed into each well.  

 

Table 23. ddPCR reaction components. 
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Plates were sealed with adhesive films (Thermo Fisher scientific, cat. 

#4306311). The ddPCR plates were transported on ice to the ddPCR facility at 

the UCL Cancer institute. ddPCR reactions were mixed by pipetting and the 

plate was briefly spun. The next components were added into each well of the 

DG8 cartridges for QX200/QX100 droplet generator (Bio-Rad, cat. #186-4008):  

• 22 µL of the reaction mixture 

• 70 µL of Droplet generation oil (Bio-Rad, cat. #186-3005) 

Gaskets were used to seal the cartridges, before droplet generation in a QX200 

droplet generator (Bio-Rad, cat. #184-4002). 40µL of the generated droplets 

was dispensed into each well of a Lo-Bind twin-tec 96-well plate (Eppendorf, 

cat. #30128672) in a column-wise fashion. After pooling the generated droplets 

for all reactions, the plate was sealed using a pierceable foil heat seal (Bio-Rad, 

cat. #181-4040) and the PX1-PCR Plate sealer (Bio-Rad, cat. #181-4000). The 

sealed plate was placed in a C1000Touch thermal cycler (Bio-Rad, cat. #185-

1197). PCR conditions are summarized in Table 24.  

 

Table 24. ddPCR programme settings. 
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After PCR, probe fluorescence was measured in a QX200 droplet reader (Bio-

Rad, cat. #186-40003), according to manufacturer instructions and data 

analysed on QuantaSoft Pro software v1. 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Comparison between two RNA Extraction kits 

For the first time in our laboratory, we were aiming to develop a protocol to 

extract and evaluate RNA from sorted dopaminergic nigral nuclei. The proposed 

workflow is described in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. Methodology used to evaluate the expression of 

dopaminergic genes in SOX6 and NeuN sorted nuclear 

populations. 

Melissa Leija
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We firstly focused on testing the performance of two commercial RNA extraction 

kits suggested by Dr Christos Proukakis and Dr. Diego Perez Rodriguez for 

these experiments. On the first experiment, ~610,000 nuclei were isolated from 

a control SN (PDC022). The nuclei were divided into two batches to test the 

RNA extraction protocols with the same nuclei input (~61,000), although these 

were only estimations and variability between batches is unknown. The SPLIT 

protocol by Lexogen uses a phenol-chloroform protocol and silica columns to 

separate total RNA without the need of genomic DNA removal steps. The 

Agilent Nanoprep is a column-based RNA extraction kit that can theoretically 

recover RNA from 1-104 cells. Based on Nanodrop measurements, the phenol-

chloroform kit resulted in 185 ng of RNA and values for A260/280 and A260/230 were 

1.46 and 1.02, respectively.  The column-based kit resulted in 132 ng of RNA 

and a high absorbance was observed at ~220-240 nm. The A260/280 ratio was 

recorded at ~1.07 and A260/230 at ~0.2, which likely indicates the presence of 

guanidine residues. RNA extracted with both kits was used for cDNA synthesis 

using the AffinityScript RT-PCR kit. 

3.3.2. q-PCR Optimisation tests 

Next, we sought to test the quality of the newly synthesised cDNA derived from 

both RNA extraction protocols and the q-PCR performance of all primers. Serial 

dilutions ranging from 1:5-1:125 were prepared for standard curve analyses 

using primers targeting GAPDH, NR4A2, SLC6A3 and TH. In particular, 

GAPDH standard curves made with cDNA derived from both extraction 

protocols showed similar values for efficiency in standard curves (93.7% and 

93.3) (Figure 22A). cDNA synthesised from the column-based kit was used to 
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test the rest of the primers. NR4A2 standard curve analyses showed optimal 

standard curve values (Figure 22B). 

 

Figure 22. Standard curves for cDNA samples obtained from 

(A) column-based and (B) phenol-chloroform extractions. The 

standard curve analysis included 3 dilution points in duplicates.  

Melissa Leija
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Figure 23. Standard and Melt curve results for the first test on 

NR4A2 primers. 

On the other hand, TH primers showed amplification of secondary products 

evidenced by extra peaks on melt curve analysis and extra products in an 

agarose gel (Figure 24A, B). A more detailed analysis showed that the 

unexpected products (~500 bp) could arise due to amplification of genomic 

DNA (Figure 24C). Likewise, SLC6A3 primers showed the amplification of 

multiple products. These primers were designed to target an exon-boundary 

region, and when the primers would amplify genomic DNA, the expected 

product size would have a size of ~1000 bp. Therefore, we decided to test if the 

apparent non-specificity of the primers could be the result of genomic DNA 

contamination.  

Melissa Leija
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Figure 24. Results from first q-PCR optimisation test for TH. (A) 

shows aberrant values for Standard curve analysis, (B) shows 

the presence of an additional peak on melt curves and (c) gel 

shows the multiple products of q-PCR reactions using diluted 

cDNA as template (1:5-1:125). Red arrows indicate the 

additional products. Expected size was ~117 bp. BP= base-

pairs, L=gel ladder. 

 

Melissa Leija
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Figure 25. q-PCR results for SLC6A3 primers. (A) shows 

aberrant values for Standard curve analysis, (B) shows the 

presence additional peaks on melt curves and (C) gel shows 

the multiple products of q-PCR reactions using diluted cDNA as 

template (1:5-1:125). Expected size was ~140 bp. BP= base-

pairs, L=gel ladder. 

3.3.3. Optimisation of RNA isolation and RT-PCR 

New RT-PCR reactions were performed to investigate issues related with 

genomic DNA contamination. We used the Maxima retrotranscription kit due to 

the next reasons: 

• It allows for the incorporation of a control for genomic DNA 

contamination, which contains all components necessary for 

retrotranscription, except retrotranscriptase.  

• It allows for an additional DNase I treatment. The first treatment was 

performed during RNA extraction with columns and the second one 

before retrotranscription. 

Melissa Leija
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Bulk RNA from a control nigra was extracted using the column-based kit and 

distributed into two samples for RT-PCR: the positive and genomic DNA 

controls. While the negative control of the RT-PCR reaction did not show 

amplification for NR4A2, the positive and genomic DNA controls showed similar 

Ct values (Figure 26). The q-PCR products were run in an agarose gel, where 

the positive and genomic DNA controls displayed a clear NR4A2 amplicon at 

the expected size (~50 bp), demonstrating genomic DNA contamination present 

in the RNA template. Negative controls prove the lack of contamination in RT-

PCR and q-PCR reactions. 

 

Figure 26. Results from optimisation of column-based 

extractions. (A) shows the amplification of NR4A2 products in 

q-PCR wells with DNA from positive (yellow) and genomic DNA 

(pink) controls. (B) Gel displaying the amplified products on 

positive and genomic DNA controls (lanes 1 and 2), but not in 

negative RT-PCR and q-PCR controls (lanes 3 and 4). BP= 

base-pairs, L=gel ladder. 

Melissa Leija
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A new retrotranscription reaction was set using bulk RNA extracted with the 

phenol-chloroform kit from the same control nigra, to assess its potential to 

isolate pure RNA fractions. The positive control sample showed high cDNA 

concentrations and early GAPDH amplification (Ct mean=13.07, SD<0.3), 

whereas the genomic DNA control (Ct mean= 28.9, SD<0.3) had amplification 

more than 5 q-PCR cycles away than the positive control (Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27. Results from GAPDH q-PCR experiment for 

retrotranscripted RNA extracted by the phenol-chloroform kit. 

Red line represents the amplification on the positive control, 

Yellow represents the genomic DNA control. On green, the 

negative controls for RT-PCR and q-PCR. 

Based on these results, we concluded that the phenol-chloroform kit was 

suitable for RNA isolations free of genomic DNA. Due to a limited amount of 

template material, we prioritised the optimisation of TH and NR4A2 q-PCR 

assays using samples without genomic DNA contamination. 
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3.3.4. Nuclear Sorting using NeuN and SOX6 

The last experiment compared the two chosen sorting markers, NeuN and 

SOX6 in nigral nuclei from three control brains (Table 25). Nuclei from different 

individuals were pooled together before immunostaining to reach a high yield of 

sorted nuclei, while also reducing the individual’s and technical variability.  

 

Table 25. Demographics, quantity and quality data from control 

nigra tissues used for this analysis. *weight is approximate, 

**PMI= post-mortem interval, ***RIN= RNA integrity number 

given by brain bank. 

After isolation, ~2,900,000 nuclei were recovered and divided into three batches 

containing: ~1,400,000 in each SOX6 and NeuN fractions, and ~100,000 in the 

batch for secondary antibody staining. Nuclei stained with only the secondary 

antibody were used to calibrate the gating parameters. Nuclear sorting followed 

the calibrated gating settings for singlets, size and fluorescent signal selections 

(Figure 28).  Large and positive nuclei were sorted into positive fractions for 

each marker, whereas small and non-fluorescent nuclei were pooled into 

negative fractions (Figure 29).  
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Figure 28. Gating parameters used to discriminate against 

doublets (first panel), small nuclei (second panel) and non-

specific signal (third panel). The last panel shows the threshold 

(vertical line) set for background signal, based on the tests 

done with nuclei stained with secondary antibody only. 

Negative and positive fractions were collected for q-PCR 

analysis. 

 

Figure 29. Gating settings based on fluorescence of each 

marker. (A) shows the final gating settings for NeuN-positive 

signal and (B) for SOX6-positive signal. 
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Due to the high amount of nuclei in the negative fractions, we made aliquots 

containing: 2,000, 8,000 and 32,000 nuclei, based on FACSAria nuclear count 

estimations (Table 26). 

 

Table 26. FACSAria estimations of nuclei recovered after 

sorting with SOX6 and NeuN. 

RNA extractions were performed on the same day after sorting. Immediately 

after, the RNA was used to set RT-PCR reactions including positive, negative 

and genomic DNA controls. Then, the cDNA was used for an initial q-PCR 

assay with GAPDH primers. The assay showed: (a) genomic DNA and negative 

controls for RT-PCR and q-PCR reactions free of GAPDH amplification (Figure 

30A), and (b) earlier Ct values for GAPDH amplification as the amount of 

negative nuclei was increased. Despite these findings, the Ct difference in 

negative fractions did not reflect the fold-difference in nuclear input. For 

instance, SOX6-positive and -negative fractions were estimated to have ~2000 

nuclei, but GAPDH expression was not detected in the negative fraction, 

whereas a Ct value of 31 was reported for the positive fraction. Several 

biological and technical factors could have influenced these results, such as 

different GAPDH content across cells or differences in RNA isolation and RT-

PCR yields. Based on these observations, we could not fully demonstrate if 

GAPDH was an accurate reference gene for these assays. 
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Figure 30. Results from GAPDH q-PCR experiments in sorted 

fractions. (A) Genomic DNA (blue line) and negative controls 

(pink and purple lines) showed no amplification as expected. 

(B) GAPDH amplification for positive (orange line) and negative 

fractions with ~2000 nuclei (red line at late cycle and baseline). 

q-PCR assays were performed for the evaluation of NR4A2 and TH expression 

including: serial dilutions of bulk cDNA, negative controls for q-PCR and the 

sorted fractions (positive and negative with different nuclear input). Dilutions of 

bulk cDNA were used for standard curve analyses to calculate the efficiency of 

the q-PCR assays (Figure 31A, Figure 32A). Negative controls for q-PCR 

showed no DNA contamination from external sources (Figure 31B, Figure 32B). 

We observed that SOX6- and NeuN-positive fractions had earlier Ct values for 

the expression of both genes compared to negative fractions, and regardless of 

their nuclear input. In general, SOX6- and NeuN-negative fractions showed null 

or low product amplification in both assays.   
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Figure 31. Standard curve for TH (A) and null amplification in 

negative control for q-PCR reactions (B). 

 

Figure 32. Standard curve for NR4A2 (A) and null amplification 

in negative control for q-PCR reactions (B). 

Due to the lack of NR4A2 and TH expression in the negative fractions, we 

disregarded these samples from our final analysis. The expression of each 

gene was evaluated by comparison of positive fractions, on which NeuN 

Melissa Leija
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fractions was used as a reference sample (more details on section 3.2.5). 

Firstly, we estimated that SOX6-positive fractions had 1.597-times the NR4A2 

transcripts and 1.843-times the TH transcripts of NeuN-fractions (Figure 33). 

These estimations do not take into account the differences in nuclear input 

originally present in the samples (NeuN=4846 and SOX6=2043 sorted nuclei in 

positive fractions). After normalising for the input differences, SOX6-fractions 

would show 3.790-times the NR4A2 expression and 4.372-times the TH 

expression of NeuN fractions. The normalisation for differences in nuclear input 

assumes a high yield on RNA isolation and high efficiency in RT-PCR steps, 

which was not measured in this analysis. No statistical difference was reported 

across NR4A2 and TH values of gene expression (p<0.05, unpaired t-test).  

 

Figure 33. NR4A2 and TH expression ratio of SOX6-positive 

nuclei relative to NeuN-positive fraction. (F) is the observed 

expression ratio after q-PCR and (N) are the normalised values 

of expression for differences in nuclear input. 
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3.3.5. Contamination Analysis 

In the previous chapter, two variants were found by Haloplex HS and validated 

by Amplicon sequencing, using the same DNA in both experiments. The two 

validated variants by Amplicon sequencing were not present in other samples of 

the same library preparation, but were found in other samples included in our 

study. The chr1:17312596T>A mosaic variant (located in ATP13A2 gene) was 

found at a ~5% AF in P73/11SN, and also as a heterozygous variant in sample 

P1/11SN. DNA from these two samples were extracted together previous to the 

start of the PhD project. The mosaic variant chr17:44060841T>G (located in 

MAPT gene) was found in sample P67/10SN at a 1% AF, and it was also a 

heterozygous variant carried by P58/09SN. DNA from these samples was 

extracted also previous the start of this PhD project, but DNA extractions were 

not performed in the same batch. To investigate if contamination could have 

arisen from samples of the same cohort, we designed an experiment where:  

1. We recorded all the mosaic calls detected by Surecall in P73/11SN, 

P67/10SN and control 1 (a sample used for demonstration purposes) at 

similar AFs to the variants of interest. The expected AFs were based on 

previous estimations from Haloplex HS and Amplicon sequencing 

experiments. 

2. We compared if the variant positions and base substitutions 

corresponded to germline variants detected by Surecall and carried by 

the samples where the contamination was suspected to come from 

(P1/11SN, P58/09SN and in the case of control 1, a non-related sample 

or control 2). 
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The control samples (PD553SN and P68/06SN) were received from different 

brain banks at different times, their DNA was extracted in different batches, their 

sequencing libraries were not prepared together and these were also 

sequenced in different HiSeq runs. The lack of contamination between control 

samples was demonstrated by: (1) a low number of mosaic calls in control 1, 

and (2) no correlation between germline variants in control 2 and mosaic calls in 

control 1 (Figure 34). On the other hand, P73/11SN and P67/10SN samples 

showed a high number of mosaic calls. All mosaic calls in P73/11SN were 

correlated to germline variants carried by P1/11SN, making more evident the 

cross-sample contamination (Figure 35). A high number of mosaic calls in 

P67/10SN were explained by germline variants carried by P58/09SN (Figure 

36). The rest of the mosaic calls not corresponding to germline variants in 

P58/09SN can be explained by erroneous calls at lower AFs (~1%). The 

difference in P67/10SN and P58/09 variant counts was not significant (p<0.05, 

unpaired t-test).  

 

Figure 34. Comparison between mosaic calls in control 1 and 

germline variants at same sites and with same base 

substitutions in control 2. 
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Figure 35. Comparison between mosaic calls in P73/11SN and 

germline variants at same sites and with same base 

substitutions in P1/11SN. 

 

Figure 36. Comparison between mosaic calls in P67/10SN and 

germline variants at same sites and with same base 

substitutions in P58/09SN. The difference between P67/10SN 

mosaic calls and P58/09SN germline variants was not 

significant. 
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3.3.6. Droplet digital PCR for Variant validation 

In spite of the possibility that the previously validated variants were products of 

contamination, the validation step using ddPCR assays was aimed to: 

a) Reproduce the sorting method previously described and test DNA 

extraction methodologies for these nuclei, 

b) Test the presence of the variants validated by Amplicon sequencing, 

specifically in nigral dopaminergic neurons  

c) Compare if the variants of interest were present in bulk DNA from other 

brain regions not analysed previously. 

The assay required the design of a single set of primers for the regions of 

interest and two competitive probes for each assay, targeting the wild-type and 

mutant alleles. DNA molecules were distributed randomly into each droplet, into 

which amplification and probe-based detection took place. Each droplet was 

passed through the QX200 Droplet reader to measure fluorescence and 

calculate the amount of target DNA. The software for analysis measured and 

plotted the mutant and reference signal amplitudes. Typically, when a sample 

carries a mutant allele, the droplets are clustered into four groups: 

1. droplets containing no DNA template or double-negatives (gray),  

2. droplets containing only wild-type DNA (green),  

3. droplets containing mutant DNA (blue),  

4. droplets containing mutant and wild-type DNA or double-positives 

(orange). 

The software counts the number of positive and negative droplets for each 

fluorophore. It also uses a Poisson-based algorithm to correct for the starting 

concentration of mutant and reference DNA molecules, taking into 
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consideration the negative droplets present in the reaction. The concentration of 

mutant and reference DNA molecules is reported together with the fractional 

abundance of mutant molecules in a predominant wild-type background. 

Genomic DNA carrying the variants of interest was obtained from samples 

where the contamination was suspected to come from (P1/11SN and 

P58/09SN). These samples were used to create artificial mosaics carrying 

variants at different AFs for optimisation and final ddPCR tests. 

3.3.6.1.  Optimisation of ddPCR assays 

To ensure specificity of the ddPCR assays, we optimised the conditions for 

primer annealing during ddPCR for both assays. The best conditions should 

display appropriate cluster separation and minimal ‘rain’ (droplets falling 

between positive and negative populations). The optimisation tests took into 

account the two different DNA inputs expected to be used in the final assays: 

1. 1-2 ng. These amounts are within the lowest recommended input range 

for ddPCR and were tested due to the low DNA input expected from 

sorted dopaminergic nuclei extractions. 

2. 40 ng. This amount of starting material was used for bulk DNA extracted 

from different brain regions. 

For the first assay (ATP13A2 mutation in P73/11SN), we tested a gradient of 

temperatures ranging between 52.5-65°C (Figure 37). Appropriate cluster 

separation between positive and negative droplets was achieved by choosing 

65°C, as the most suitable annealing temperature from the gradient. Initially, we 

observed appropriate cluster separation between negative and reference 

signals at 64.2°C and 65°C in 1D plots analysis (Figure 37A,B). Detailed 

analysis of the 2D plots showed better cluster separation in the heterozygous 
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sample at 65°C (Figure 37C,D), with less apparent droplets producing double 

signal (orange cluster). 

 

Figure 37. Temperature gradient for the ATP13A2 mutation in 

P73/11SN assay. (A) shows the signal from the mutant probe. 

(B) shows the signal of the reference probe. (C) shows the 

clustered signals from the heterozygous sample with 2 ng input 

at 64.2C and at the chosen temperature (D). 

For the MAPT mutation in P67/10SN assay, the temperature gradient tested 

ranged from 57-67°C, and showed its best cluster resolution at 62.5°C (Figure 

38). 
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Figure 38. Temperature gradient for the MAPT mutation in 

P67/10SN assay. (A) shows the signal from the mutant probe. 

(B) shows the signal of the reference probe. (C) shows the 

cluster separation at low DNA inputs. 

3.3.6.2. Nuclear sorting and DNA extraction trials prior ddPCR 

Nuclei from P73/11SN and P67/10SN were isolated and stained using SOX6 as 

a dopaminergic nuclear maker. ~380,000 nuclei were isolated from P73/11SN 

and ~1,140,000 from P67/10SN. Differences in recovery were mainly due to the 

amount of available tissue for nuclei isolation.  

Calibration of gating parameters followed the guidelines described previously in 

3.2.3. After sorting, two fractions were recovered: (1) small positive nuclei, large 

negative nuclei, and (3) SOX6 large positive nuclei (Table 27) (Figure 39). 

67°C 57°C

B

67 66.3 64.7 62.5 59.8 57.5 55.9 °C

A

C
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Figure 39. FANS based on SOX6 staining of (A) P67/10SN and 

(B) P73/11SN. 

 

Table 27. Nuclear counts after FANS for ddPCR assays. 

P73/11SN negative fraction (~352 nuclei) was used to test the triton-based 

protocol for nuclear DNA extraction. The nuclei pellet and supernatant were 

recovered and used to set PCR reactions with the ddPCR super mix, following 

the thermal cycling conditions from section 3.2.6. Concentration of a small 

aliquot of the nuclear DNA was measured by Qubit HS assay, showing a 

concentration of 0.11 ng/µL. A previously optimised PCR reaction was set to 

assess the viability of the extracted DNA for PCR amplification. Results on the 

gel showed a faint band for the PCR reaction containing the nuclear DNA at the 

expected size (Figure 40). No amplification was observed in the supernatant 

reaction. The supernatant aliquot was tested to ensure that any lack of 
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amplification in the nuclear DNA reaction, was not due to inappropriate nuclei 

settlement. The Agilent reference DNA was diluted and used as a positive 

control for these reactions. These wells showed a stronger band for the product 

of interest. The negative control for the PCR reactions showed no DNA 

amplification. 

 

Figure 40. PCR reactions for DNA extracted from sorted nuclei 

using a triton-based protocol. 

3.3.6.3. ddPCR results on P73/11SN assay 

For the final ddPCR test using P73/11 samples, the assay plate was designed 

to include: 

• Control samples with 2 ng of starting material: 

o three artificial mosaics carrying the variant of interest at 0.5, 1 and 

6% 

o Wild-type DNA (genomic DNA from Agilent) 

o Heterozygous DNA for the variant of interest 

• Control samples with 40 ng of starting material: 

o Four artificial mosaics carrying the variant of interest at 0.1, 0.5 

and 1% 

o Wild-type DNA 
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o Heterozygous DNA for the variant of interest 

Only one well was excluded from analysis, due to its low droplet count. The rest 

of the samples showed droplet counts above 12,000, higher than the minimum 

recommended level of droplets which is 10,000. The signal from wild-type and 

heterozygous reactions was used to set the threshold between cluster 

separation of mutant and wild-type probes. After setting the appropriate 

thresholds, the expected and observed allele frequencies in the artificial 

mosaics is reported in Table 28. Overall the mosaics showed values close to 

the expected AF (Figure 41). 

 

Table 28. Expected and real AF detected on the P73/11 variant 

ddPCR assay. SD stands for standard deviation between 

technical replicates. 
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Figure 41. Detection of mutant DNA in the control samples 

included in the P73/11 assay. The heterozygous, artificial 

mosaics and wild-type samples prepared with 2 ng showed the 

expected signal (A) and concentration (copies/µL; B). 

On the day when the ddPCR plate was prepared, DNA extraction from sorted 

nigral nuclei was performed. Qubit could not detect double-stranded DNA after 

attempting the triton-based protocol for extraction. The well containing the DNA 

extracted from sorted dopaminergic nuclei showed neither reference nor mutant 

sequences read by the fluorescence reader. DNA recovery from sorted nuclei 

could have been influenced by the lack of reproducibility of the protocol and the 

storage of nuclei after sorting.  

With regards to the bulk DNA samples, the average AF was 0% in cerebellum, 

occipital, cingulate gyrus and putamen. ddPCR reactions for frontal cortex were 

discarded from analysis as they showed nor target nor mutant signals. Bulk 

DNA from P73/11SN used previously for Haloplex HS (AF=5.24%) and 
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Amplicon sequencing (6.16%) was tested in this ddPCR experiment. The 

sample showed an average AF of 6.6% for both duplicates. This result is an 

additional technical validation of the variant being present in the likely 

contaminated bulk nigral DNA, but not in other brain regions (Figure 42). 

 

Figure 42. Detection of mutant DNA in bulk SN from P73/11. 

(A) shows the 2D signal amplitude plot and (B) shows the 

recorded copies/µL in each technical replicate. 

3.3.6.4. ddPCR results on P67/10SN assay 

The final ddPCR assay for the MAPT mutation in P67/10 was designed to 

include: 

• Control samples with 1 ng of starting material: 

o three artificial mosaics carrying the variant of interest at 0.5, 2 and 

5% 

o Wild-type DNA 

o Heterozygous DNA for the variant of interest 
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• Control samples with 40 ng of starting material: 

o Four artificial mosaics carrying the variant of interest at 0.1,0.5, 2 

and 5% 

o Wild-type DNA 

o Heterozygous DNA for the variant of interest 

All samples showed droplet counts above 10,000, except for the wells 

containing sorted nuclei and the negative control, and thus they were excluded 

from analysis. The observed and expected AF from the artificial mosaics in this 

assay is reported in Table 29. The artificial mosaics showed low variability 

between replicates and values close to the expected AF. (Figure 43). The 

heterozygous sample using 1 ng of DNA input showed a higher variability 

between technical replicates, but the difference was less than 1%. The 

difference also falls within the 95% Poisson-confidence error provided by the 

software, suggesting that this difference can be expected based on the low 

concentration of the sample.  

 

Table 29. Expected and real AF detected on the P67/10 variant 

ddPCR assay. SD stands for standard deviation between 

technical replicates. 
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Figure 43. Detection of mutant DNA in the control samples 

included in the P67/10 assay. The heterozygous, artificial 

mosaics and wild-type samples prepared with 40 ng showed 

the expected signal (A) and concentration (copies/µL; B). 

For this plate, DNA extraction with the Picopure DNA kit (ThermoFisher) was 

attempted, but Qubit measurements before preparing the ddPCR plate showed 

no DNA. ddPCR showed low droplet count and no DNA amplification for the 

well containing this samle. We accepted the fact that nuclear storage after 

sorting could have affected the results from these DNA extractions.  

In all brain regions analysed, the average AF was 0% for the mutation of 

interest. The Bulk DNA used in Haloplex HS and Amplicon sequencing was no 

longer available to be tested for this assay. 
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3.4. Discussion 

This part of the project was focused on contributing to the development of a 

methodology to sort dopaminergic nuclei from SN. The methodology was aimed 

to be used in further protocols for somatic variant detection in our laboratory. 

With the advent of single-cell technologies, Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 

(FACS)-based protocols have been used to study specific neuronal populations 

isolated from brain regions where the neurons of interest lie in abundance. 

Substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) has highly relevant clusters of 

dopaminergic neurons for the study of PD. However, tissue availability of 

human post-mortem nigra is usually limited. Mainly, the presence of glia and 

other dopaminergic subtypes is diverse and important enough to confound 

results, particularly in somatic variation studies. Here we explored the 

expression of two characteristic dopaminergic genes -TH and NR4A2- in 

nuclear populations sorted by SOX6 and NeuN. To characterise the expression 

of a particular cell type, it is recommended to use several q-PCR targets when 

samples are heterogeneous 199. In our study, we selected NR4A2 and TH 

genes based on their reliable expression in the neurons of interest, and their 

results in q-PCR optimisation tests. TH is the enzyme responsible for the 

conversion of tyrosine to Dopa, a key step in the production of dopamine 200 

and it is widely used as a marker for dopaminergic neurons 184. NR4A2 is a 

transcription factor essential for the development and maintenance of 

dopaminergic neurons 201–203, also previously proven to be a valid marker for 

dopaminergic neurons 204. The solely evaluation of TH and NR4A2 expression 

will not be enough to discriminate between dopaminergic subtypes surrounding 

SN 205. The protocol here presented was not aimed to characterise the 
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expression of these subtypes in the sorted fractions, but further development of 

the methodology can be taken into this direction. 

Due to the low recovery of cDNA from the sorted fractions, no more targets 

could have been tested in q-PCR assays. Further strategies can be employed 

to increase the cDNA yield of these assays such as pre-amplification prior q-

PCR 206 or an efficiency assessment of the RNA-to-cDNA steps. The chosen 

method for RNA extraction demonstrated proper RNA isolation without genomic 

DNA, but further comparisons can be made with other methods reported to 

isolate RNA efficiently in sorted samples, such as magnetic beads or RNA to q-

PCR kits for direct processing of sorted nuclei 207.   

Our results showed that the expression of these genes is increased in the 

SOX6-positive fractions, displaying ~1.6-times the NR4A2 expression and ~1.8-

times the TH expression of NeuN-fractions. The compared positive fractions did 

not contain the same amount of nuclear input. We provided a normalisation for 

the difference in nuclear input of these fractions, assuming that the difference in 

starting material between the fractions stayed in the same ratio along sample 

processing. This assumption is challenging to support due to: (a) the lack of 

reliable measurements of the RNA recovered, (b) the lack of benchmarking 

tests for the efficiency of RNA isolation and RT-PCR steps and (c) the lack of a 

reliable endogenous gene across sorted fractions. The latter was a critical point 

limiting our analysis because the higher expression in SOX6-fractions do not 

consider if enrichment in other non-dopaminergic genes also took place. It also 

does not allow us to know if enrichment in NeuN-fractions occurred and what 

was its magnitude. The results here presented need to be replicated and further 
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evaluated with an accurate reference sample, which reflects more accurately 

the gene expression in both fractions.  

Previous reports for bulk sorting of human dopaminergic nuclei in nigra are 

based on NeuN staining and nuclear size, or have used only a size-based 

sorting approach101,108. FACS based on the detection of a particular antigen 

requires the uniform expression of the protein of interest in the cellular 

population being sorted 128. NeuN has not been extensively investigated as a 

reliable marker for dopaminergic neurons in SNpc. While it was reported to be 

co-expressed with TH in dopaminergic neurons from striatum208, NeuN staining 

was reported as weak or non-detectable in dopaminergic neurons in SN  209. 

Similar observations were made in other species and in rat,  where NeuN 

expression was variable in SNpc but stronger in VTA 210,211. The variability in 

NeuN immunostaining reported in dopaminergic SNpc neurons could be due to 

non-uniform expression of NeuN in these particular subtype of neurons, or 

protein modifications affecting the antibody binding 193.  

On the other hand, SOX6 has been demonstrated to be a transcription factor 

mainly expressed by dopaminergic neurons in SNpc, but not in VTA, allowing its 

use as a marker to distinguish between these subpopulations across species 

184,186,212–214. In preliminary immunohistochemistry tests performed at our 

laboratory, large nuclei in neuromelanin positive neurons in SNpc were stained 

by SOX6. Similar observations have been reported in PD brains and controls, 

where SOX6 staining has been co-localized in neuromelanin and TH-positive 

neurons 212. In this report, the SOX6 staining was decreased in PD patients 

compared to controls. 
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The enrichment method here proposed still requires further validation to 

demonstrate that SOX6 staining is a reliable parameter for sorting dopaminergic 

nuclei. In our FANS and immunohistochemistry results, we observed an 

important proportion of small and neuromelanin-negative cells marked by 

SOX6. The specificity of SOX6-based sorting can be improved by combining 

staining from other markers, as other authors have suggested for the accurate 

identification of a population of interest 205,212. However, stricter gating 

parameters to increase purity will have an impact in the nuclear recovery yields 

128. This is particularly important for SN, as the amount of tissue available is 

limited. The assessment of more samples will demonstrate if the ability of a 

marker to sort dopaminergic neurons depends on physiological conditions 

across neurons, as it has been suggested for NeuN 215. The method here 

proposed for dopaminergic enrichment was discussed in detail with the facility 

manager, who also agreed that assay reproducibility could be achieved by 

using the nuclei stained with secondary antibody as a control for gating. We 

believe that a degree of variability was accounted for by mixing three control 

nigra tissues in our experiment. Still, further work analysing more samples could 

reveal if a SOX6-based enrichment is reproducible across samples and across 

different sorting experiments.  

On the second part of the results from this chapter, we aimed to extract DNA 

from dopaminergic nuclei for further validation of variants previously confirmed 

by amplicon sequencing. DNA isolation from nuclei has been reported with 

proteinase k- and triton-based methods 79,216 Unfortunately, our results showed 

that DNA degradation has likely occurred due to the freeze/thaw cycles of small 
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amounts of DNA 217. Further optimisation of these protocols in our lab is 

required to find the best conditions for DNA recovery in fresh nuclear samples. 

Sample cross-contamination is still the most likely explanation for the somatic 

variants found, as the variant sites correspond to those in germline variants 

carried by samples in this study. The two samples showed a high number of 

mosaic calls at the same AFs at which the validated variants were detected. 

These mosaic calls reported the same sites and alternate alleles than germline 

variants in samples from which contamination was suspected to come from. 

DNA from P73/11SN and P1/11SN were extracted in the same extraction batch, 

prior to the start of this project, suggesting a possible cross-contamination at 

this stage. P67/10SN and P58/09SN were not treated together during DNA 

extraction of library preparations. Still, the correlation between mosaic calls and 

germline variants was strong, and the discrepancies can be product of 

erroneous calls at low AFs. The somatic variant sites are reported in population 

databases as rare alleles (rs41273151 and rs141120474; population AF <1%), 

hence they were not removed by the filter for common SNPs. 

The candidate variants could also not be found in any of the additional brain 

regions analysed from the same patients by ddPCR. Somatic variants present 

at low AFs in bulk tissue analysis may reflect a later origin during development 

and are expected to be present in fewer brain regions. Interestingly, a recent 

study showed somatic variants present in only one region with an AF average 

lower than those in multiple regions 61. Although several biological and technical 

factors can influence this observation, the lack of mutant signal in other brain 

regions adds more scepticism to the possibility that these variants are real. 
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4. A long-read Sequencing Protocol for GBA 

4.1. Introduction 

The GBA gene encodes the lysosomal enzyme Glucocerobrosidase (GCase), 

and its dysfunction leads to the accumulation of its substrate known as 

glucosylceramide, and other glycolipids. The incompletely metabolised GCase 

substrates are stored in lysosomes of monocytes or macrophages, leading to 

substantial accumulation of glycosylceramide in plasma, as well as hepatic, 

splenic and brain tissues 218,219. Homozygous or compound heterozygous 

mutations in GBA are responsible for this GCase deficiency, leading to 

Gaucher’s disease (GD), the most common lysosomal storage disorder 220. 

Mutations in GBA can impact mRNA expression, GCase conformation and 

activity in different ways 219. GD patients display variable phenotypes, and 

based on these, the disease has been classified into three types, where type 1 

is related to bone and blood disorders and type 2 and 3 are characterised by 

neurological impairment. 

The observation of parkinsonism being common in GD patients and relatives 

led to further research in the association of this gene to PD 221. Currently, 

homozygous and heterozygous GBA mutations are described as the greatest 

genetic risk factor for PD 222,223. GBA carriers exhibit longitudinal changes 

suggestive of neurological impairment observed in prodromal PD 224. GBA 

mutations have been associated with DLB 225 and MSA 226,227, conditions on 

which this project has also focused. 

At present, more than 300 mutations have been linked to GD 228,229, where 

missense variants are the commonest. The prevalence of these mutations is 

different across populations, but N370S and L444P are the commonest 
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amongst all ethnicities studied 230. Seven mutations are overrepresented in the 

Ashkenazi-Jewish population, which is the population with the highest GD 

prevalence 231.  The most common mutation in Ashkenazi-Jews is N370S (also 

known as p.N409S, according to the new nomenclature which includes 39 

additional aminoacids) and is typically associated with GD type 1. The L444P, 

or p.L483P, are usually associated with GD type 2 and 3 and is more prevalent 

in Asiatic and non-Ashkenazi Caucasians populations. Other common 

mutations in Ashkenazi Jews are R463C and R496H, which are associated with 

GD type 1 230. Mutations were originally classified as severe, mild and null, 

according to the phenotype and the correlation with different types of GD 219,228. 

But this correlation presents pitfalls due to the combinatorial effect of mutations 

and ultimately, the lack of knowledge of the factors driving the severity and 

progression of GD within genotypes 218. Nevertheless, the classification of GBA 

mutations has been used to correlate severe and mild mutations with 

differences in PD age of onset and phenotype 232–234. The number of studies 

analysing the prevalence and phenotype of GBA mutations in PD is rapidly 

increasing235–239. It is estimated that N370S and L444P mutations account for 

~70% of the GBA variants associated to PD.  

GBA comprises eleven exons and ten introns over ~8 kb on chromosome 1q21 

and is surrounded by several genes and two pseudogenes. One of these 

pseudogenes corresponds to the GBA gene (GBAP). GBAP is located 

downstream and has a 96% exonic-homology 240. The other pseudogene 

corresponds to the metaxin gene, with both gene and pseudogene lying around 

the GBA and GBAP genomic sites (Figure 44). The existence of these two 

pseudogenes confers an increased risk for recombination between homologous 
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regions that can generate complex alleles. The homology between GBA and 

GBAP is higher between exons 8-11, where most of the pathogenic mutations 

have been reported and can be a result from recombination events 229.  

 

Figure 44. Genomic positions of GBAP (light blue), GBA (black, 

MTX1(dark blue) and MTX1P (red). Tracks obtained from 

UCSC genome browser (hg19 reference genome). 

The complex GBA genomic structure complicates DNA sequencing analyses. 

WES and WGS studies have reported particular issues in GBA while attempting 

to sequence its exons 241,242.  We also found specific issues while designing our 

custom Haloplex HS targeted sequencing panel, on which specific probes could 

not be designed to sequence the last GBA exons. Established protocols for 

diagnostics involve Sanger sequencing of up to three PCR amplicons to 

sequence all coding exons, and need to be carefully designed to not amplify 

GBAP 45. Illumina targeted sequencing protocols have recently been developed, 

but these also reported that a careful design and bioinformatic analysis is 

necessary to cover GBA 243,244  

Throughout years, the low error-rate from short-read approaches and their 

decreasing prices have supported their usage as the main sequencing 

technology. Long-read sequencing technologies from PacBio and Oxford 

Nanopore have emerged in recent years to enable the analysis of long, single-

DNA molecules in real time, overcoming several disadvantages from short-read 

sequencing 245. These limitations include a poor resolution on repetitive and 

homologous regions, problematic detection of structural variation and 
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complicated analysis for read phasing 246. In the case of Nanopore sequencing, 

a single DNA molecule passes through a pore producing characteristic changes 

in current, which are used to deduce the DNA sequence 247. The minION from 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies is currently the most portable long-read 

sequencer. It can be plugged into a computer through a USB connection, 

providing sequencing data and run metrics data in real time. A wide range of 

applications have been attributed to this sequencer, such as: genome 

assemblies, metagenomics, pathogen surveillance, detection of cancer SVs 

and human WGS248–251 The technology has been proposed as a potential 

diagnostic tool for SNV detection in CYP2D6, HLA-A and HLA-B, TP53 in 

cancer and BCR-ABL1 in leukemia, due to the fast generation of sequencing 

data and relative low cost 252–254. The reported accuracy and data yield has 

been constantly improving throughout the years, with the latest technology 

reporting ~95% 1D raw accuracy and yielding ~26 Gigabytes of data 255  

In the present study, we present an efficient laboratory and bioinformatic 

protocol for GBA sequencing using the minION. The protocol was designed to 

cover fully the GBA locus and compare its ability to resolve mutations that could 

not be covered by our Haloplex HS-Illumina design (Figure 45). Our method 

showed a high accuracy for the detection of germline variants relevant for 

disease in GBA. Apart from disease-causing SNVs, Nanopore sequencing data 

allows for the detection of intronic and recombinant variation, providing also the 

opportunity to phase this information. The minION protocol can thus provide 

further insights into GBA compared to other sequencing technologies, and it 

can be considered for diagnostic use. 
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Figure 45. Comparison of GBA coverage by the minION and 

Haloplex HS-Illumina designs. 

  

Melissa Leija
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4.2. Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Nanopore Samples 

Samples used in this study were derived from seventeen individuals (Table 30). 

The new nomenclature for GBA missense mutations, is given in brackets to 

ensure easy comparability with previous literature. During the optimisation stage 

of the project, brain DNA was used from seven PD patients, one MSA, and one 

control. Two PD patients (S5 and S8) were reported to carry heterozygous GBA 

mutations known as RecNciI and L444P (p.L483P) and detected previously by 

Sanger sequencing. During the second stage, samples included were the same 

mutation carriers (S5 and S8) and saliva samples of living individuals, who had 

GD, PD, or relatives with GD. The saliva samples carried N370S (p.N409S) and 

L444P mutations in heterozygous or homozygous state, detected previously by 

Sanger sequencing, but the mutations were not known by our team. The 

RecNciI allele comprises three missense mutations (L444P or p.L483P, A456P 

or p.495P and V460V or p.V499V). L444P is the commonest mutation reported 

in GBA carriers among several populations, while N370S is the commonest in 

Ashkenazi Jews 256,257. All individuals had given informed consent and ethics 

approval was provided by the local research ethics committee. Brain samples 

were provided by Queen Square and Parkinson’s UK brain banks.   
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Table 30. Description and demographics of the samples used 

in this study.  

4.2.2. DNA Extraction 

Genomic DNA from brain samples was prepared by using the phenol-

chloroform protocol for DNA extraction, Nanodrop and Qubit assessments, as 

previously described in section 2.1.3156. For the saliva samples, the Oragene 

DNA kit was used according to manufacturer instructions. The saliva samples 

were extracted by members of the Rapsodi team and provided by Dr. Stephen 

Mullin, without disclosing the genotype records from the samples. 
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4.2.3. Amplification of the Sequencing region and Library 

preparation 

The amplified GBA sequence was 8.9-kb, which covered all coding exons, the 

introns between them, and part of the 3’ UTR region (Figure 46). We 

customised previously reported primers 258 to carry Oxford Nanopore adapters 

and barcodes for further sample multiplexing. Customised primer sequences 

were:  

• npGBA-F: 

5’-TTTCTGTTGGTGCTGATATTGCTCCTAAAGTTGTCACCCATACATG-3’ 

• and npcMTX1:  

5’- ACTTGCCTGTCGCTCTATCTTCCCAACCTTTCTTC CTTCTTCTCAA-3’.  

 

Figure 46. Exact genomic region covered by the primers used 

in this study with respect to GBA (chr1:155202296-155211206). 

Two DNA polymerases were used to amplify the GBA target region in the first 

stage of the project: Expand Long Template PCR (Roche) and Kapa Hi-Fi 

polymerase (Kapa Biosystems) (Table 31). In the second stage of the project 

only Kapa Hi-Fi enzyme was used to generate amplicons for all samples. The 

Roche enzyme has reported amplification of up to 20kb PCR products and 3’-5’ 

exonuclease activity. Kapa Hi-Fi polymerase (Kapa Biosystems, cat. #KK2602) 

has been recommended for next-generation sequencing 259. PCR reactions 

were optimised and performed on a Techne Prime thermal cycler (Cole-Parmer, 

cat. # 3PRIMEBASE/02). Amplicons were purified by Qiaquick PCR purification 

kit (Qiagen, cat. # 28106) and DNA concentration was measured by Qubit HS 
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dsDNA kit or Qubit BR, when relevant. The PCR products were also run in gels 

to verify their size. Briefly, agarose powder was mixed at 0.8% in 100 mL of 

TAE1x solution, heated up in the microwave until melting, before adding 5 µL of 

SybrSafe dye (Thermo Fisher, cat. # S33102) and pouring the solution into a 

gel cast system. The gel was allowed to dry for ~20 minutes with the lane comb 

properly placed. 1 µL of gel dye and 5 µL of PCR product were added into each 

lane. Ladder was added according to manufacturer’s instructions (New England 

Biolabs, cat. #B7025) and the gel was run for less than 1.5 hours at 70V using 

an electrophoresis power supply (Bio-Rad, cat. # 1645050). Photos of the final 

gels were taken using the Bio-Rad Chemidoc (cat. # 17001402). 

 

Table 31. PCR conditions for each enzyme protocol. 

For sample multiplexing, a barcoding step was carried out after generating the 

GBA amplicons with PCR Barcoding Kit I (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, cat. 

# EXP-PBC001). Up to twelve samples were pooled in each library preparation 

according to the Oxford Nanopore amplicon sequencing protocol, starting with 1 
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µg of DNA and 1% ƛDNA CS spike-in for the dA-tailing step, followed by 

purification of ~9kb-fragments using 0.4x AMPure beads. Nanopore adapters 

were ligated to the end-prepped DNA, using the NEB blunt/TA ligase master 

mix (New England Biolabs, cat. # M0367) recommended by Oxford Nanopore. 

Flow cell priming was performed according to the requirements of each flow cell 

version. Flow cells for all runs were not re-used, unless otherwise specified. In 

stage one, we used R7.3 and R9 flow cells with 2D reads, where a molecule 

passes through the pore in both directions. In stage two, we used 1D reads 

from a R9.4 flow cell. Sanger sequencing, where required, was performed by 

Source Bioscience using primers GBA_S1_3 (reverse primer) 5’-

GCGCCATCTTCACTCACTGTAAC-3’ for sample S1, and GBA_S3 (forward 

primer) 5’-ACTGCCTTGACTCACTCACC-3’.   

4.2.1. Bioinformatic analysis for Nanopore data 

minKNOW versions 0.51.1.62 and later were used for data acquisition and run 

monitoring. Metrichor (versions 2.38.1033 - 2.40.17) were used for basecalling, 

de-multiplexing and fast5 files generation. The software divides reads into 

“pass” and “fail” depending on quality metrics, and only pass-reads were used 

for our analysis. NanoOK (version 1.25) 260 was used to convert fast5 files to 

fastq, and to obtain a wide range of quality control metrics. Albacore (2.1.3) was 

used as an alternative way to generate fastq files for Nanopolish. Poretools 

(0.6.0) to filter out short reads (<2 kb), where specified. NanoOK was used with 

GraphMap or NGMLR alignment options, with the precise region targeted by 

our primers as reference (chr1: 155202296-155211206). NanoOK output 

reports the N50 (the size at which reads of the same or greater length contain 

50% of the bases sequenced), the commonest erroneous substitutions, overall 
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error estimates, aligned base identity excluding indels (ABID), and identical 

bases per 100 aligned bases including indels (IBAB). Read alignment was 

performed using GraphMap (version 0.3.0; 252) or NGMLR (version 0.2.6; 261), 

both specifically developed for long-reads. Merging of bam files from the same 

sample, general bam file sorting and indexing were performed using Samtools 

(version 1.3.1). Coverage was estimated by bedtools (version 2.25.0; 262). Data 

were viewed on IGV.  

We used two variant callers for SNVs, Nanopolish (versions 0.6-dev and 0.8.4) 

and LoFreq (version 2.1.2; 159). Nanopolish was specially developed to improve 

accuracy by reanalysis of raw signals after alignment 248. We reviewed the 

quality score of calls and SupportFraction metric, which is the fraction of reads 

that support the variant haplotype out of all the haplotypes tested. LoFreq has 

also been used successfully for minION data analysis with GraphMap 

alignment, as it can deal with high error rates. Phasing was performed using 

WhatsHap, designed for long-reads 263. Structural variant calling was performed 

with Sniffles 261.  

All nomenclature is based on the Human Genome Variation Society 

guidelines,264 using reference sequence NM_000157.3, and the hg19 genome 

build. SNVs were annotated using ANNOVAR 265 and reviewed on 

(www.varsome.com), which provides data from dbSNP, gnomAD genomes and 

exomes where available, and other useful metrics. All commands are provided 

in Table S7. 
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4.3. Results 

The project was divided into two stages, where the first part was mainly used for 

optimisation of the experimental and bioinformatics methods. The second stage 

used a newer chemistry and included blinded analysis of pathogenic mutations 

in blood samples. 

The basic metrics of all runs are shown in Table 32. The first run was a test 

using a single non-barcoded GBA amplicon. All other sequencing runs included 

barcoded GBA amplicons. There was no clear difference in ABID between the 

first four flow cells, and a slight improvement was observed in run 5, using Kapa 

enzyme and the newest chemistry at the time.  

 

Table 32. minION run summary. ABID= mean aligned base 

identity assessment from NanoOK.  

4.3.1. Stage one -  Enzyme comparison 

In the first stage of the project, samples from the first to the third run were 

prepared with the Roche protocol for GBA amplification. In the fourth and fifth 

run, eight samples were prepared with Kapa and two samples prepared with 

Roche enzyme (S5 and S7), to compare the performance of both protocols 

under the same sequencing conditions.  
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Read processing by NanoOK was particularly relevant for this analysis to 

assess parameters such as: (1) k-mer error count, (2) ABID (aligned base-

identity excluding indels), (3) IBAB (identical bases per 100-aligned-bases 

including indels), (4) mean size and (5) N50 of the sequencing reads. ABID 

values from each sample were averaged per sequencing runs (Table 32). From 

the sequencing runs in stage one, the best performer was the fifth run using 

samples prepared with Kapa and the latest flow cell chemistry. Both factors 

could have influenced this result, but also, the improved ABID was not 

substantial. A closer comparison of a sample prepared with Roche and Kapa 

protocols under the same conditions can be made by analysing S7. This 

sample, prepared with Kapa, showed 1% higher ABID in run 4 (flow cell R7), 

and 0.1% higher ABID in run 5 (flow cell R9) (Table 33). 
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Table 33. Summary of NanoOK metrics per sample and per 

sequencing run in stage one. 

4.3.2. Stage one – Nanopore specific alignment to GBA, not GBAP 

In this stage, 2D reads were aligned after data acquisition for each run using 

the GraphMap aligner. The bam files from all runs were merged per sample, 

regardless of the flow cell chemistry or enzyme used to generate the data. As 
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we observed in previous Table 32, these factors had little impact on the 

alignment performance. Nine samples had GBA coverage higher than 60x, and 

only those were analysed further. We reviewed bam files on IGV and confirmed 

that GraphMap accurately mapped reads to the GBA target region, with 

coverage estimations of less than ~1.1% of reads aligning to the pseudogene 

(Figure 47; Table 34). The known variants in two samples (the three SNVs 

comprising RecNciI, and L444P) were detected on IGV (Figure 48). 

 

Figure 47. Sequence alignment to GBA, with minimal reads 

aligning to pseudogene.  
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Table 34. Mean coverage for the GBA and GBAP regions for all 

samples. 

 

Figure 48. Known variants in S5 (RecNciI) and S8 (L444P). 

4.3.3. Stage one – Variant callers and False positive identification 

Nanopolish and LoFreq successfully detected the known variants in S5 and S8. 

One additional coding SNV was detected only by Nanopolish in sample S5 

(g.155205518C>G; rs1064651; p.D448H, or D409H). This variant is located in 
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the anterior exon to the RecNciI allele, 475 bp away, and has been reported to 

occur in cis with the RecNciI allele in GD.   

Both variant callers reported several non-coding variants across all samples 

(Table 35). Most of these consisted in variants previously reported as rare 

SNPs in population databases. The Nanopolish quality scores from these 

variants were generally high (mean =1739, SD=2321). The sample with the 

highest number of non-coding SNPs was S5. Nanopolish detected more intronic 

SNPs than LoFreq (mean 6.8 v 4.8; p=0.01; Table 35) 

 

Table 35. Comparison between variant callers, showing the 

total number of calls in both analyses. 

One novel intronic variant in sample S1 was detected by Nanopolish and 

LoFreq (chr1:g.155207565C>T; intron 6: c.762-196G>A) and confirmed by 

Sanger sequencing using primer GBA_S1_3 (Figure 49). The Nanopolish 

quality score for this variant was 2896, higher than the average score for all the 

recorded variants. While we were working on this project, the intronic SNP was 

reported in dbSNP as a rare SNP (rs979955939; minor allele frequency 0.0001) 

and in the gnomAD database (1 of 30,762 alleles).  
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Figure 49. Intronic variant detected in sample S1 by minION. 

(A) IGV shows the read count for each base at this position, 

consistent with heterozygosity. (B) Sanger sequencing 

confirmed this variant to be real (arrow). 

Two additional calls not reported in dbSNP were detected only by one of the 

algorithms. The first call was detected by Nanopolish in S3 (chr1: 

g.155210582A>G), with low allelic fraction (23.8%) and the lowest quality score 

recorded for al variants (91.8). Further analysis revealed that the same base 

change was present in other five samples at AF 10-20% (Figure 50). NanoOK 

analysis also showed that A>G is the second commonest erroneous 

substitution in this sample (15.94%, with mean error of all possible base 

changes at 7.98%) (Figure 50C). Lastly, Sanger sequencing using primer 

GBA_S3 confirmed that this variant consisted in a false positive. The second 

call was detected only by LoFreq at 18% AF in sample S8 

(chr1:g.155203865T>C). NanoOK error analysis showed that T>C was also the 

second commonest erroneous substitution (Figure 51B), so it was deemed a 

false positive. 
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Figure 50. False positive detected in sample S3 by Nanopolish. 

(A) IGV coverage and supporting reads at the variant position 

shows that it was present in six out of nine samples (AF>10%). 

Sample S3 is highlighted in red. (B) Sanger sequencing reveals 

the reference nucleotide at this position (red arrow). (C) 

Common substitutions by NanoOK shows that A>G is a 

common sequencing error. 
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Figure 51. False positive detected in sample S8 by LoFreq. (A) 

IGV coverage and supporting reads at the variant position 

shows that it was present in two out of the nine samples. S8 is 

highlighted in red. (B)Common substitutions by NanoOK shows 

that A>G is a common sequencing error. 

Due to the high specificity of Nanopolish to detect an additional coding variant 

in S5 and the added advantage of providing quality scores, we continue using 

this variant caller for the rest of our analysis.  
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4.3.4. Stage two – NanoOK Metrics using newer Flow cells and two 

Aligners 

Given the rapid improvements in Nanopore chemistry, we decided to test the 

minION for a potential use in diagnostics. We used the Kapa PCR protocol, due 

to a minimal accuracy improvement observed in stage one. We included the 

GBA mutation carriers -RecNciI and L444P (S5 and S8)-, one PD brain sample, 

and seven saliva samples. The saliva samples were analysed without knowing 

the GBA mutation they carried. We multiplexed these 10 samples on a R9.4 

flow cell. NanoOK analysis showed high ABID for all samples (mean 93.2%). 

We aligned each sample using both GraphMap and NGMLR. Mean coverage 

over GBA was slightly higher with GraphMap (322±116 versus 315±116, paired 

t-test p=0.0005) (Table 36).   

 

Table 36. NanoOK metrics and coverage by each aligner for all 

samples included in stage two. 
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4.3.5. Stage two – Blinded Mutation detection  

We called variants using Nanopolish (version 0.8.4) on data aligned with 

GraphMap and NGMLR. At least one coding SNV was found in eight of the ten 

samples, with the same results between the two aligners (Figure 52).  From the 

GD patients included, S12 and S14 carried N370S in the homozygous state 

(Figure 52A). S17 carried the same mutation in the heterozygous state and a 

second pathogenic mutation (p.L66P; p.L105P) (Figure 52A, B). In the GD 

patient S15, we detected two other pathogenic mutations (p.R502C, p.R535C; 

Figure 52C, D). From the four PD patients included in this analysis, S5 and S8 

were known to carry mutations and the rest had no mutations (S11 and S18). 

The RecNciI carrier (S5) was confirmed for p.D448H previously called in stage 

one of this project (Figure 52F). Three samples were heterozygous for L444P 

(Figure 52E), two of them were asymptomatic carriers (S13 and S19) and the 

third individual was sample S8 tested in the first stage. 
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Figure 52. Blinded detection reveals GBA coding mutations in 

samples sequenced on stage two. 

S5 showed an additional 55 bp exonic deletion, visible on IGV when using the 

NGMLR aligned reads (Figure 53A, B). Sniffles and Nanopolish reported the 

deletion only when using the NGMLR aligned data. The deletion was verified by 

Sanger sequencing (Figure 53C). The mutation on this sample was previously 

designated as “RecNciI”, based on the presence of three pseudogene-derived 

missense variants. In addition to the deletion, we detected the missense 

change p.D448H, both of which may coexist with the “RecNciI” mutations. This 
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allele was later re-classified as “c.1263del+RecTL allele,” which is characterised 

by a different site of recombination with the pseudogene than RecNciI 229. No 

other structural variants were reported. The proposed structure of the newly 

characterised recombinant mutation in S5 is shown in Figure 54, and it is based 

on the reports from previous studies describing GBA recombinants. 

 

Figure 53. NGMLR alignment for 55 bp exonic deletion in S5.  

(A) NGMLR alignment shows clear drop in coverage and reads 

spanning the deletion. (B) GraphMap alignment does not reveal 

the deletion. (C) Sanger sequencing shows two peaks per 

position from the start of deletion (arrow). 

 

Melissa Leija
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Figure 54. GBA and GBAP diagrams of possible recombination 

sites based on previous studies42,266. GBA is shown in blue, 

GBAP in red and primer binding sites as arrows. (A) Wild-type 

allele. (B) likely structure of c.1263del+RecTL allele. 

4.3.6. Stage two – Discarding False positives 

We reviewed the rest of the Nanopolish calls, and noted several heterozygous 

or homozygous SNPs, from which seven coding candidate SNVs were reported 

in one or several samples. The variant sites were not previously reported in 

populations or reported at rare AFs. These calls exhibited low quality scores 

and low read support fractions. By using the steps previously described in 

section 4.3.3 to spot false positives, we noted that these calls were always 

transitions (G>A or C>T) identified as common errors by NanoOK (occurring in 

13.31% and 11.95% of all samples on average). When comparing all samples 

at these positions in IGV, a high percentage of reads with the aberrant allele 

was observed (11-31%; example on Figure 55). We concluded that these were 

false positives. They were often shared by GraphMap and NGMLR aligned data 

of the same sample. Overall, the NGMLR alignments had significantly fewer 

false positives (mean per sample 2.3 with GraphMap, and 1.2 with NGMLR; 

paired t-test p=0.0011).   
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Figure 55. Example of a Nanopolish false positive, present in all 

samples on IGV analysis. 

To investigate the effect of coverage in Nanopolish variant calling, we perfomed 

downsampling in three samples carrying five different mutations by factors of 2, 

4, and 10. The Nanopolish quality score varied linearly with coverage, but the 

true positives could still be detected at a mean coverage of ~50x (Figure 56A). 

The variability of the quality score with coverage made this value difficult to 

compare across samples, due to non-uniform coverage of samples per 

sequencing run. We generated a ratio between the Nanopolish quality score 

and coverage at the variant position, to determine if this value could be used as 

a reliable discriminator between true and false positives. The quality ratios for 

true and false calls were constant, regardless of downsampling (Figure 56B). 

Even at low coverage, the true variants showed ratios higher than 1.8, while 

false positives showed ratios lower than 1.2 (Figure 56B). This ratio was a 

better measurement to discard false positives than the Nanopolish quality score 
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on its own. We calculated the mean ratio of all true heterozygous variants at 

3.5±1.7 for all true-positive heterozygote SNVs (Table 37), 2.8±1.1 for all coding 

mutations, and 0.5±0.3 for false positives (Table 39). The samples carrying 

homozygous p.N409S showed scores of 7.8 and 7.9. The heterozygote sample 

for p.N409S showed a quality ratio of 2.8. The Nanopolish quality score 

adjusted for the number of reads was a clear discriminant between true and 

false	 positives. The mutations were analysed visually on IGV, which we 

recommend as a double checkpoint for variants detected.  
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Figure 56. Downsampling analysis and Nanopolish quality ratio. 

(A) Nanopolish quality scores plotted against the coverage at 

the position of interest. The highest number of reads 

corresponds to the highest coverage available for each sample. 

Nanopolish detected true variants at all coverages. One false 

positive was found in S15 regardless of the coverage, while 

others appeared at certain coverage. Falsepos=false positives 

(B) Nanopolish adjusted quality score for real mutations at 

different coverage. 
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Table 37. Intronic SNPs called on stage two. The genomic 

position and dbSNP code is given for each call. Noteworthy, the 

Nanopolish quality score is given as an absolute number and 

as a score ratio in brackets. 
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Table 38. False positives reported in stage two. False positives 

in 155204190 was reported in all GraphMap-aligned samples, 

but not in NGMLR. The Nanopolish quality score is given as an 

absolute number and as a score ratio in brackets.  

 

Table 39. Total false positive calls per sample with each 

aligner. 

4.3.7. Stage two – Mutation Phasing confirms Compound 

heterozygosity in GD cases with two mutations  

The results from WhatsHap revealed the haplotypes of the variants detected. 

We verified that the four coding SNVs and the 55-base pair deletion in the 

complex allele carried by S5 were in cis, as well as three rare intronic SNPs 

(rs708606, rs2974924, rs426516). Two GD patients were confirmed as 

compound heterozygotes: S7 was a patient carrying p.N409S and p.L105P and 

S15 carries R502C and R535C mutations.    
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Figure 57. Detection and phasing of the 55-base pair exonic 

deletion in S5. The coverage track, with eight SNVs highlighted, 

and the covering reads are shown over exons 9 and 10 

(chr1:155,204,981–155,205,661; NGMLR alignment). The 

deletion is clearly visible as a drop in coverage (red bracket). 

Reads are grouped and coloured by haplotype for these 

variants. The variants are carried by blue reads. Arrows point 

out the SNVs (red = coding, blue = noncoding) and the red box 

the deletion. GenBank reference sequence NM_000157.3. 

The previously reported haplotype Pv1.1, which comprises eight known SNPs, 

was observed across the samples studied (Figure 58). S15 was homozygous 

(Pv1.1+/+) and two samples (S13 and S19) were heterozygous (Pv1.1+/-) for all 

the SNPs in the Pv1.1 haplotype. N370S was always on the Pv1.1- 

background, as expected. p.L105P and the recombinant allele were on the 

Pv1.1- and p.R502C and p.R535C were on Pv1.1+ haplotypes. The L444P 
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mutation was on the Pv1.1- haplotype in two individuals (S5 and S19), and on 

the Pv1.1+ haplotype in S13, consistent with the reported lack of founder effect.  

 

Figure 58. Haplotype block in sample S19. 
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Table 40. Summary of pathogenic mutations detected in stage 

two. Samples are separated in GD and others, which includes 

the previously known PD carriers and two saliva samples. 

*indicates the samples analysed in stage one. Zygosity and 

haplotypes are shown for each mutation 

(het=heterozygous, hom=homozygous). Nanopolish read 

support fraction and quality score (in brackets) are shown for 

the NGMLR aligned data.  
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4.4. Discussion 

In this work, we presented a long-range GBA sequencing protocol, covering all 

coding exons and introns, using the Oxford Nanopore Technologies minION. 

We divided our work in two stages for clarity. The first stage consisted in the 

optimisation of laboratory and bioinformatics methods, using brain DNA 

samples and earlier flow cell chemistries. In the second stage of our work, we 

used the newer R9.4 flow cells, and we analysed blindly samples carrying 

homozygous or heterozygous mutations. Seven samples were reported to carry 

at least one GBA common mutation (p.N409S, p.L483P, and RecNciI). We 

differentiated p.N409S homozygosity and heterozygosity, and detected other 

mutations in two GD patients, where compound heterozygosity was confirmed. 

The patient carrying RecNciI was further characterised as a 

c.1263del55+RecTL carrier, a mutation comprising three SNVs, a 55 bp 

deletion and becoming a more complex allele than previously reported.  

GBA recombinant alleles are difficult to characterise, and may arise from gene 

conversion (nonreciprocal recombination) or gene fusion with reciprocal 

recombination 267. The c.1263del55+RecTL allele, here detected, appears to 

arise from gene conversion and was successfully amplified by our primers. 

Another RecNcil forms arising by a fusion/deletion event may go undetected 

when using the same primers used in this protocol, due to the deletion of the 3’-

primer binding site. Detection of all recombinants would be possible when using 

multiple and specific primers, designed to detect individually special forms of 

recombination258. This is a common issue previously described when evaluating 

recombination in GBA, and one of the most difficult to overcome by PCR-based 

assays. Short sequencing reads tend to not accurately resolve recombinant 
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alleles, with false negatives reported in GBA Illumina sequencing when the 

whole genome is used as a reference 244. Different PCR-free enrichment 

methods for long fragments may overcome this issue and allow for a 

comprehensive analysis of the region comprising GBA and GBAP (located ~16 

kb away) to detect all possible recombinants. A CRISPR-based enrichment 

method for a 200 kb fragment has been recently described for Nanopore 

sequencing and could be of use for the genomic region of GBA 268. Proper 

characterisation of the recombinant GBA mutations is important for the study of 

GD and PD. It can also aid to understand the possible correlation between 

genotype and phenotype. The effect of different recombinant variants in the 

enzyme activity and phenotype has not been properly studied. Despite this, the 

lone presence or the combination of certain GBA mutations can lead to 

differences in GCase activity 269.  

The bioinformatic tools and Nanopore chemistry have been constantly evolving 

while we were working on the optimisation of this protocol. After comparing the 

performance of two PCR enzymes, two variant callers (Nanopolish and LoFreq), 

and two aligners (GraphMap and NGMLR), we recommend a protocol using 

Kapa HiFi for PCR, NanoOK for quality control, NGMLR for alignment, 

Nanopolish for variant calling, Sniffles for structural variant calling and 

WhatsHap for variant phasing. The improvement on alignment identity was 

modest in amplicons produced by Kapa HiFi enzyme, but we found this enzyme 

reliable and easy to optimise. NGMLR allowed for the detection of the 55 bp 

deletion in S5 and halved the number of false positives. NGMLR uses a gap-

cost score to align long reads, enabling the analysis of regions with potential 

structural variation. We have also observed that NGMLR was more 
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computationally efficient than GraphMap, due to the particular NGMLR design 

on this respect 270. Nanopolish has been designed to take into consideration the 

Nanopore raw current signal to improve its SNV calling accuracy 250. Here, 

Nanopolish demonstrated to be able to call a coding variant in S5 and other 

intronic SNPs at high quality. Nanopolish uses a likelihood-based method to 

generate haplotypes that serve as the reference sequence for the target region, 

and has demonstrated its potential in projects ranging from Ebola virus 

surveillance to human genome sequencing 248,250. Sniffles and WhatsHap 

demonstrated to be powerful and easy-to-customise tools, designed to work 

with long-read sequencing data. Sniffles is designed to identify and score 

structural variants based on their size, position, type and coverage, and 

overcoming indel error rates 261. WhatsHap can also phase different types of 

variants apart from SNVs 271. 

In our study, we were able to successfully discard false positives based on: (1) 

the Nanopolish quality score and ratio, (2) NanoOK reports of common errors in 

the data, and (3) comparison of samples at the same variant position in IGV. 

Raw Nanopolish quality score values were generally high for true positives and 

low for false positives. Despite this observation, these scores needed to be 

individually assessed per variant found, because the quality score varies 

linearly with coverage and coverage per sample is not uniform, neither in the 

same, nor in different sequencing runs. We realised that this could be a 

potential issue when analysing a large number of samples with unknown GBA 

mutations. The quality ratio (Nanopolish quality score versus the variant 

coverage) could be of use to set a threshold between real and false positives. It 

has proven to be a solid parameter to discard false calls. The ratio remained 
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almost constant after downsampling. We suggested that samples previously 

known to carry mutations can serve as ‘positive controls’ in a sequencing run to 

help determine the threshold for real variants in non-previously analysed 

samples. Coverage of ~50x or more was sufficient to detect the missense 

variants tested in our analysis. This value needs to be further validated for the 

detection of other SNVs, recombinant mutations, and to assess if the coverage 

is sufficient to determine zygosity. In our downsampling analysis, we have 

observed that more false positives appeared at higher coverage. These false 

positives displayed low quality scores and could be easily discarded by our 

analysis. NanoOK analysis for common erroneous substitutions serve as 

supporting evidence to discard false positives, together with the presence of the 

variant in multiple samples. These are simple and not time-consuming steps, 

which can aid for quick variant screening or further support for the findings. 

Notably, false positives from this study were transitions, which were seen as the 

main errors in minION human WGS 250. 
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5. General Discussion 

The challenges of detecting variants at low AFs are numerous and have been 

described by other studies using similar bulk sequencing approaches 61,103,174. 

Experimental design and data analysis requires to account for the detection 

limits of the methodologies used, the artefacts and biases introduced during the 

whole study 78. In this project, we evaluated the occurrence of somatic SNVs 

with an initial capture-amplicon sequencing approach called Haloplex HS. 

Haloplex HS included a whole experimental pipeline optimised for the detection 

of low-level variants. The technical limitations from methodologies of its kind 

and the ways we used to overcome them are discussed next: 

1. Sample contamination 

Cross-sample contamination is a well-known issue when calling variants at low 

levels. In large datasets of cancer studies, contamination has been estimated to 

be present in more than 10% of the samples at levels of ~1.5% and higher 272. 

Knowing the genotypes of samples from a particular study can help to avoid 

calling somatic variants at the same genomic sites. In this study, we compared 

the germline variant sites from our samples to those variants found by Haloplex 

HS and Amplicon sequencing, resulting in the detection of two likely 

contaminated samples. When the contaminant is unknown, different 

bioinformatic tools can be used to estimate contamination or simply discarding 

known SNPs reported in population databases can help address this issue. 

However, these two approaches have important considerations, which may not 

fit the needs of every study. For example, some of the bioinformatic tools 

require WGS, WES or genotyping array data, which might not always be 

available272,273. Discarding known SNPs reported in population databases was 
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the approach taken during Haloplex HS analysis, when the level of 

contamination in our samples was unknown. This approach may come with a 

loss in sensitivity for somatic variant detection that can also occur at these 

sites138.  

2. Index cross-talk error 

Index cross-talks can lead to erroneous somatic calls and can arise through: 

errors during adapter synthesis by the manufacturer, sample handling, PCR or 

sequencing errors, recombination of adapters or PCR chimeras (index 

hopping), improper cluster resolution, carryover from previous sequencing runs 

and bioinformatic errors 274,275. In our library preparation, we included key steps 

reported to greatly reduce this type or error such as monitoring the index 

quality, incorporation of molecular barcodes, reduction of free adapters in 

libraries, library storage at -20°C and the usage of dual indices 275–278. 

3. Sequencing error 

The Illumina error rate has been reported from ~0.1-0.2% per base, depending 

on factors related to the instrument and the sequence analysis per se279. 

Sequencing errors can arise during cluster amplification, nucleotide 

incorporation (pre-phasing), terminator removal from the end of the reads 

(phasing) or image analysis, with most of these errors consisting in single 

nucleotide substitutions151,279,280. Sequencing errors have been minimised in 

this study by the usage of molecular barcodes, which report an error rate of 

~1.4 x10-5 145. Molecular barcodes helped to correct for other errors, not only 

those introduced during sequencing, being one of the factors that greatly 

enhances sequencing accuracy123. When specific sequencing errors are 

accounting for a proportion of the observed errors, bioinformatic tools and 
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specific strategies to identify the reads causing these errors can aid to improve 

the sequencing accuracy 279 

4. Bioinformatic errors 

Read processing before variant calling can introduce other biases and errors 

into the sequencing data. Sequence alignment against the reference genome 

can be complicated by homopolymeric regions, and the presence of indels or 

mismatches 281. Indels and mismatches can be real or artefactual, but in any 

case, they will likely have an impact on the mapping quality of the sequencing 

read 282. Removal of duplicate reads is a common step usually implemented to 

remove reads with low base and mapping qualities 283,284. Prior or during variant 

calling, recalibration and realignment steps are required for some algorithms to 

improve accuracy around indels 160,285,286. Different algorithms have been 

optimised for somatic variant calling, which may require the comparison of 

tumour and normal samples, or the consideration of molecular barcoded 

sequences 287. In our study, a comparison between variant callers was a 

reasonable approach to validate the sensitivity for variant detection, due to the 

potential limitations of each algorithm. 

Despite the alternatives implemented to overcome errors and biases in 

sequencing data, validation should be a requisite even in the most careful 

analysis. Technical validations should be aimed to overcome some of the 

limitations from the techniques previously used to find the variant 60. Commonly 

used techniques are amplicon sequencing and ddPCR, but other approaches 

able to reach variant detection at the AF needed could be employed for this 

purpose. ddPCR has been reported as a highly accurate methodology to 

determine the AF of somatic SNVs 288. Similar to what others have reported, we 
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have observed no meaningful difference between the AF estimations of  the 

sequencing methods and ddPCR for the variant in P73/11SN 87.  

Biological validations can overcome sample contamination issues by testing the 

presence of the variants in newly obtained sample from the same original 

source. These would be irrefutable evidence in the case of finding somatic 

variation, but can be complicated by the fact that the limited number of cells 

carrying the variants are destroyed after each analysis 134. 

In the present cohort, we could not detect somatic SNVs in PD-associated 

genes at levels higher than 0.33%. Previous work from our laboratory did not 

detect somatic SNVs in SNCA exons at levels higher than 5%. Other reports 

have not been able to identify somatic SNVs in PD-associated genes in patients 

with Lewy body diseases (PD or DLB) at variant AF higher than 0.5%61. 

Likewise the findings in neuropsychiatric disorders, where none brain-exclusive 

somatic variants were detected, there is still a chance that brain specific events 

can be present at even lower AFs 142. If this would be the case, the detection of 

these variants will require an extraordinary effort, based on the extensive work 

that has been done to benchmark the methodologies used in this and others’ 

studies. Variants present at ultra-low levels in bulk tissue can be studied by 

restricting the analysis to the sorted neuronal populations of interest. 

Somatic SNVs in sporadic neurodegeneration can occur as rare events in these 

patients, such as other teams have reported in AD studies. Frigerio and 

colleagues have found two brain somatic SNVs out of 72 sporadic AD patients 

studied 289. Brain somatic SNVs were found in two out of 98 patients studied, 

with the two variants found in genes strongly associated to AD 174. Keogh and 

colleagues did not find somatic SNVs in AD-associated genes of 20 AD 
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individuals 61. In the most recent study to our knowledge, 14 out of 52 AD 

patients harboured somatic mutations in exons of genes participating in the 

phosphorylation of tau, but not in genes associated to familial AD 105. 

Interestingly, 5 of the 14 individuals with somatic mutations, carried also 

germline variants in AD-associated genes. These variants can likely explain the 

development of PD, but further studies will be required to determine if the 

somatic variants had any influence in the penetrance or phenotype caused by 

germline mutations. It is important to highlight that these studies were not aimed 

to assess the prevalence of these variants in large sporadic cohorts. Also, the 

occurrence of somatic variants could be highly variable across patients, due to 

the unpredictability of somatic variation.  

Other types of somatic variation can have a role in sporadic neurodegeneration 

and may occur at different rates than somatic SNVs. Previous estimates have 

suggested that somatic SVs can be more frequent in the human genome than 

expected 290. These estimates suggest that SVs can occur at similar rates than 

SNVs, particularly varying across individuals and increasing in ageing 

populations. There is a possibility that these estimates need further validation 

due to the challenges for the accurate detection of these variants, being this a 

reason why somatic SVs in disease have not been widely studied. Previous 

work from our team has shown that SNCA gains occurred in PD, MSA and 

control individuals, with the number of gains negatively correlating to the PD 

onset age and suggesting more frequent gains in MSA cases111. 

These alternatives do not discard the possibility that somatic SNVs are present 

and easier to detect in early stages of the disease. Challenges of somatic SNVs 

studies are not only technical, but also related to the sporadic nature of the 
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hypothesis, complicating disease modelling. When studying neurodegeneration 

in human post-mortem brains, the model will only reflect the latest stages of the 

disease and perhaps, it can miss important events related to disease 

development. Previous studies evaluating somatic mutations in degeneration 

have also considered that neurons carrying somatic variation might also be the 

most vulnerable and first ones to degenerate 103,291.  

Recent technological advances in sequencing technologies and data analysis 

tools are contributing to detect previously unexplored genetic variation. At the 

same time, existing and new limitations from short-sequencing technologies are 

becoming more evident, leading to a new generation of sequencing approaches 

using long fragments246. Long-read sequencing technologies by Oxford 

Nanopore and PacBio can easily sequence reads with lengths from tens to 

hundreds of kb292. The main advantages of these technologies were evidenced 

in this work, on which we were able to detect disease-relevant point mutations, 

deletions and phase variants in an accurate and easier way than it is done with 

short-read sequencing data. The detection of a 55 bp deletion and intronic 

SNPs that are usually missed by Illumina sequencing protocols 244, helped to 

further characterise the genotype of the patient carrying a recombinant variant. 

Mutation phasing in patients allowed to accurately resolve their haplotypes, 

without the need of the analysis of samples from relatives 236 or bioinformatic 

tools to predict the haplotypes of the variants 293. Other advantages of 

Nanopore sequencing for its potential use in diagnostics include low capital 

cost, space requirements, and real-time generation of sequencing data. 

This work also demonstrated the accuracy of Nanopore sequencing to detect 

intronic variants, which is a relatively unexplored issue in GBA genetics. Intronic 
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variants predicted to impact splicing sites have been described in only a few 

reports 228,294, and the functional consequences of these variants remain 

unknown. These reports have documented severe phenotypes in patients 

carrying intronic variants in combination with other mutations, likely to have 

arisen through recombination 295–297.  

The occurrence of more than one coding mutation in GBA is relatively common, 

and similar to intronic variants, this is usually caused by recombination with the 

pseudogene228. The combination of mutations in both alleles can have a greater 

impact on the severity of the disease 229. Recombinant alleles have been 

reported in PD, with frequencies of 0.7% 243 and 0.25% 45, and could be the fifth 

commonest GBA variant in non-Ashkenazi PD patients 243. However, the 

frequency of all rearrangements affecting GBA may be even higher, as they can 

be missed by common sequencing methods, and their analysis is rarely 

prioritised. GBA-GBAP rearrangements have been found in 1.6% of PD patients 

in a study designed to screen for CNVs in exome data, but still researchers 

were not able to fully characterise some of the variants by PCR-based 

assays298. A combined short-read and Sanger approach did not report any 

recombinants in 735 PD patients 299, but at least one likely recombinant 

(RecN370S) appears to have been missed. Other large PD studies used a 

variety of methods and did not report recombinant alleles, which could have 

been missed300–302. In our study, we provide a protocol capable to detect 

common and rare disease-relevant mutations but also certain types of 

recombination events. The protocol is easy to customise and can be further 

improved to detect other forms of recombination. We further advised on 

approaches for PCR-free enrichment that can be used to study GBA. 
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Further work on this protocol demonstrated that the Nanopolish quality 

score/coverage ratio can be used to discard false positives in a larger 

analysis303. Our team has observed that homozygous variants and different 

substitutions (e.g. N370S vs. L444P) exhibited higher quality scores. In our 

preliminary downsampling assessment, we have observed that a 50x coverage 

was still able to show a small subset of variants tested. After testing a higher 

number of samples, we found that variants can be confidently detected at a 

100x coverage, which should not be difficult to reach in a minION flow cell 

multiplexing 96 samples 303. In the human WGS study, the coverage on GBA 

was poor, but coverage of ~30x on chromosome 20 allowed SNP calling and 

limited determination of zygosity250. Minervini and colleagues reported high 

sequencing coverage for the mutations detected. Although the values are not 

fully disclosed, variants with less than 50x read depth were discarded from 

analysis253. It is likely that the minimum coverage for variant calling will vary 

depending on the type of mutation evaluated and the genomic region of 

interest. 

Despite its huge improvements, Nanopore sequencing still has limitations to 

overcome including a low sequencing accuracy, especially for homopolymers 

and smalls indels, and a poor ability to detect somatic variation 250,270. Improved 

pores (R10) have led to a new generation of flow cells, which have shown a 

preliminary higher accuracy and particular improvements for homopolymeric 

regions255. Somatic variation has been detected with PacBio technologies at 

levels of 1-2%304,305. To our knowledge, this approach is not currently possible 

using Nanopore, due to the current error rate, but recent work has reported the 

possibility of incorporating UMIs to the Nanopore reads, in order to reduce the 
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error rate and reduce PCR chimeras 306. Consensus reads has proven its ability 

to drastically reduce error rate in Illumina sequencing, therefore this type of 

approach, combined with technological Nanopore improvements, may turn 

useful to reach rare variant detection.  

Neonatal screening for lysosomal storage diseases is becoming commoner, but 

it currently relies on biochemical tests with false positive reports in GD 307. 

Genetic confirmation is required to confirm GD cases and we believe that a 

rapid and cost-effective method could be useful in this setting. Our protocol can 

be used and improved to retrieve complete GBA genotypes in clinical settings. 

By combining this information with clinical observations, the GBA Nanopore 

protocol can enable a better understanding of the mechanisms of disease in 

GBA-related pathologies. 
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6. Conclusions 

This work focused on the investigation of the occurrence of somatic SNVs at 

low AF levels in genes associated to PD using Haloplex HS targeted 

sequencing, in addition to Amplicon sequencing and ddPCR for validation of the 

variants found. The methodologies used were extensively optimised to account 

for technical errors and biases from these techniques. The low-level variant 

detection by Haloplex HS was enabled by using molecular barcodes, 

sequencing at a high depth and careful bioinformatic analysis. By using artificial 

mosaics and a customised bioinformatic pipeline, we were able to detect 

variants down to a level of 0.33% without false positives, at the expense of a 

higher false negative rate than the Surecall analysis on its own, which showed a 

~92% sensitivity for detection of variants at 1% AF. The variants detected were 

prioritised based on their possible disease-relevance, however, none of these 

could be validated as real somatic SNVs in samples from our cohort. The 

analysis here presented is comparable to latest research projects in other 

neurological disorders, which point out the importance of discarding common 

SNPs from samples of the same study and also, the importance of variant 

validation. Somatic SNVs were not detected in SNCA, nor in the exons of the 

genes studied in our samples, however, several alternatives cannot be 

excluded from our analysis. Firstly, the variants could be present at levels lower 

than 0.33%, complicating its detection by bulk approaches. Secondly, somatic 

mosaicism occurs in different forms of variation, rather than SNVs, from which 

perhaps CNVs or complex brain-specific mechanism can be involved. These 

types of variation may hold different challenges for their detection at low-levels. 

Thirdly, somatic SNVs could have been present at earlier stages of the disease, 
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explaining partly the vulnerability for degeneration of the neurons carrying them. 

The evaluation of whole genomes, exomes or larger number of genes can also 

reveal the existence of somatic variants in genes not associated with the 

disease, and still potentially contribute to the pathology. Studies with larger 

population cohorts have been also suggested to assess the occurrence of 

somatic variants in sporadic neurodegeneration. The major concern from these 

analyses will be the availability of samples, and the large amount of resources 

needed to drive meaningful conclusions about the occurrence of these variants. 

Although our study was demonstrated to be highly sensitive for low-level variant 

detection, it also highlighted the limitations from bulk-sequencing approaches 

when attempting to identify low-level variation in likely heterogeneous 

backgrounds. This project also covered the development of methodologies that 

will allow to study the occurrence of somatic variation, specifically in 

dopaminergic neurons. We have developed a protocol that is able to: sort nuclei 

based on the presence of two neuronal markers and nuclear size, extract RNA 

with no genomic DNA contamination and evaluate with highly reproducible q–

PCR assays, the expression of two genes involved in specific dopaminergic 

pathways. Further work will be required to assess the efficiency of nuclear and 

RNA isolation, retrotranscription and to standardise a reference gene or sample 

for q–PCR analysis. 

Lastly, Nanopore provided a long-read sequencing approach for detection of 

SNVs and complex mutational rearrangements. Here, we demonstrated that the 

minION can detect and phase pathogenic variants in GBA, and intronic SNPs 

that would not be detected by Sanger sequencing of exons. We also suggest 

how other enrichment strategies will further help to detect other complex 
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recombinant variants. The rapid evolution of specific bioinformatic methods, and 

the improvements in accuracy and data yield combined with the minimal 

footprint and capital investment, makes the minION a suitable platform for long-

read sequencing of difficult genes such as GBA, both in the diagnostic and in 

the research environments. High-error and indel-rate may still limit the potential 

use of the minION for somatic SNV detection, but the rapid improvements in the 

technology may tackle this problem in the future. 
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7. Supplementary material 

Table S1. First known variants detected after WGS analysis of 

PD171Cer and PDC07SN. 
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Table S2. Results from q-PCR-based quality assessment of 

Genomic DNA samples. 
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Table S3. Sequencing run conditions for optimisation and data 

acquisition in Haloplex HS experiments. 
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Table S4. Bioinformatic commands for Haloplex HS. 

• Trimmomatic 

Java -jar trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE R1.fastq R2.fastq r1paired.fastq 

R1unpaired.fastq R2paired.fastq R2unpaired.fastq HEADCROP:5 

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 

 

Java -jar trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE R1.fastq R2.fastq r1paired.fastq 

R1unpaired.fastq R2paired.fastq R2unpaired.fastq HEADCROP:5 

MAXINFO:50:0.1  

 

Java -jar trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE R1.fastq R2.fastq r1paired.fastq 

R1unpaired.fastq R2paired.fastq R2unpaired.fastq HEADCROP:5 

MAXINFO:30:0.1  

 

• Merging 

cat *.fastq > output.fastq 

 

• LoFreq 

./lofreq call -f hg19ref.fa -o .vcf .bam 

 

• Mutect2 

java -jar gatk-package-4.0.11.0-local.jar Mutect2 -I .bam -R .fasta --tumor-

sample samplename -O .vcf 
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Table S5. Bioinformatic commands for Amplicon sequencing 

analysis. 

• Trimmomatic Amplicon sequencing 

trimmomatic-0.36.jar PE 1paired.fastq 1unpaired.fastq 2paired.fastq 

2unpaired.fastq TRAILING:30 

 

• BWA 

./bwa mem -R hg19.fasta 1paired.fastq T2_paired.fastq > .bam 

 

• Samtools  

samtools sort/path/to/.bam>/path/to/.sorted.bam 

samtools index/path/to/.sorted.bam 

 

• Picard 

java -jar picard.jar MarkDuplicates INPUT=sorted.bam OUTPUT=.bam 

METRICS_FILE=metrics.txt 

 

• BQSR pass1 

java -jar gatk-package-4.0.3.0-local.jar BaseRecalibrator -R .fasta --known-sites 

dbsnp_138.hg19.vcf -I .bam -O 1.table 

ApplyBQSR 

java -jar gatk-package-4.0.3.0-local.jar ApplyBQSR -R .fasta -I .bam -bqsr-

recal-file .grp -O 1.bam 

 

• BQSR pass 2 
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java -jar gatk-package-4.0.3.0-local.jar BaseRecalibrator -R .fasta --known-sites 

dbsnp_138.hg19.vcf -I 1.bam -O 2.table 

ApplyBQSR 

java -jar gatk-package-4.0.3.0-local.jar ApplyBQSR -R .fasta -I 1.bam -bqsr-

recal-file 2.table -O 2.bam 

 

• Mutect2 

java -jar gatk-package-4.0.11.0-local.jar Mutect2 -I sample.bam —I 

AgilentDNA.bam R .fasta --tumor-sample samplename —-normal-sample 

AgilentDNA -O .vcf 
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Table S6. ddPCR primers and probes for each assay. Highlighted in red 

the mutant base. 
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Table S7. Bioinformatic commands for GBA sequencing using 

minION . 

• ALBACORE to convert to fastq 

read_fast5_basecaller.py --flowcell FLO-MIN106 --kit SQK-LSK108 --barcoding 

--output_format fastq --input/path/to/.fast5 --save_path/path/to/output --

worker_threads 8 -r 

 

• NanoOK for QC 

nanook align -s path/sample directory -r path/ref.fasta -aligner graphmap 

nanook analyse -s path/sample directory -r path/ref.fasta -passonly -aligner 

graphmap 

 

• GRAPHMAP to align 

graphmap align -r reference.fa -d reads.fasta -o output.sam 

 

• NGMLR to align 

ngmlr -r/path/to/reference.fa -q/path/to/merged/.fastq -o/path/to/.bam 

 

• SAMTOOLS to sort and index bam files 

samtools sort/path/to/.bam>/path/to/.sorted.bam 

samtools index/path/to/.sorted.bam 

 

• NANOPOLISH to call variants 

nanopolish index -d path/to/.fast5 path/to/.fastq 
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nanopolish variants -g/path/to/reference.fa -r/path/to/merged/.fastq -

b/path/to/sorted.bam --ploidy 2 -w "1:155,202,239–155,216,653" -o/path/to/.vcf -

-snps --fix-homopolymers 

 

• ANNOVAR to annotate the variants called 

perl table_annovar.pl/path/to/.vcf humandb/-buildver hg19 --protocol avsnp150 -

-operation f -nastring.--outfile/path/to/annovar.vcf --polish -vcfinput -remove 

 

• VCFTOOLS to remove indels 

vcftools --vcf/path/to/annovar.vcf --out/path/to/noindels.vcf --remove-indels --

recode --recode-INFO-all 

 

• BEDTOOLS to calculate mean coverage over desired region 

coverageBed -mean -a/pathto/file.bed -b/pathto/sorted.bam 
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